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'Respect All, Fear None"

Monroe Community College

News
Briefs
MCC Offers a
Great Summer
Why spend your summer being bored? Have tun and earn
credits while doing it! MCC is
offering over 300 different
courses to choose from during
the summer. Don't be late, more
than 100 different colleges take
advantage of MCC's course of| fcrings and then transfer the
credits to their home college. So
apply soon, because Session 1
classes begin May 27. For any
other information about
courses, admission, financial
aid, or registration, pick up a
Summer Schedule in Building j
I or call MCC at 292-2200. For
anyone living outside of Roch- '
ester, call MCC's toll-free
hotline at 1-800-724-7866. Or. j
visit
MCC
at. '
hltpV/www.monroecc.edu.^

Get Student
Loans On-Line
Since March 1997, it has been
shown that you can go on-line
to locate information about student loans before beginning the
process of filling out applications. So to start, narrow down
your options by going through
different search engines and directories on the computer. Some
links to begin with are: Yahoo,
Infoseek, and Webcrawler. Important key words to look under are: student loan, college
loan, education loan, and payingfor college. In addition, students interested in checking out
information about scholarships
and how to avoid scholarship
scams, log-on to www.ftc.gov.
This site offers students important tips to ensure services and
authenticity. For more information on financial aid and student
loans, log on to Sallie Mac's
Internet site, www.sallicniac.
com or call College Answer at
1-800-891-4599.0

And I Quote...

Do not look back
in anger, or
forward in fear,
but around in
awareness.
-- James Thurber

MCC, Equal But Separate?
b\ Christina Donaldson

Makeba Smithers is talking and
laughing in the Brick Lounge just
like many other students in this
part of campus. But the students
Smithers is talking to are noticeably different from the students
Erin Coyle is talking to.
"It's always been like this, the
blacks arc on this side the whites
are on the other," said Smithers
referring to the segregated area he
is in.
In 1954 The U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that racial segregation
in public schools is a violation of
the Constitution (Brown v. Board
of Education of Topeka). This decision declared that separate educational facilities were inherently
unequal, reversing an earlier Supreme Court ruling (Plessy v.
Ferguson 1896) that allowed
"separate but equal" facilities.

Walking through our own Brick
Lounge has led some to wonder
how far racial integration has come
since 1954.
Sumati Devadutt, a professor of

sociology here at MCC, said,
"Overt prejudices are gone, so we
are fooled into thinking we are in
truth."
—

Student
Government

Racial segregation is defined as
the practice of restricting people
to certain circumscribed areas of
residence or to separate institutions
and facilities on the basis of race.
Since the Civil Rights Act was
passed in 1964, it has not been le-

by Christopher Herman

Tuesday May 6, 1997 marked
the end to Monroe Community
College's Student Association
Senate meeting's for the year.
This meeting, which you could
call, basically a lame duck meeting, saw little to no action take
place.
Roll call, approval of minutes,
same old same old. Other than
rather abreviated reports, the only
matter of business that got accomplished was the voting on a Brick
Lounge sign, and even that was old
The Brick Lounge this year, has become a space for groups
business.
people to separate into small groups of their own peers.
So now I'm sitting here trying
to fill this column by thinking of
something newsworthy...Ok, let's
see, the elections? Ok, there it is.
The election results are in, all
seven of them. The four people
running for Senate, who only
needed one vote to win, all did so
b\ Christina Christman who attended the service, Dave a universality in the world," "Uncontestedly" Mike Dettman,
Steve LaDue, Steve Sanford, and
Fortuna, said he enjoyed it very Fortuna said. He also said he liked
Brian Schultheis all got at least that
much and thought the service was that there was a diversity within the
one
vote, and so did the tag-team
In a mass service held on the a terrific experience and enlight- mass. He said even though he is a
of
Stan
Lyons and Veronica Caine
Brighton campus on Thursday, ening.
Christian, he believes all religions
who
ran
by themselves for PresiMay 8, Bishop Clark shared his
"It was great to be with people relate to one another.
dent/Vice
President... some race
thoughts about life and the purpose who want to, who decided to have
"I believe that all the religions
huh?
of life to the MCC comfile photo are also a way to reach the tranThe only race in this year's elecmunity. The service
scendence of what we know as
tions,
was between two rather dewas held to celebrate
God, I believe that they all
serving
students in the battle for
Ascension Thursday.
should be honored as a beautistudent
trustee.
Sue Rock beat out
Chaplain Joan
ful thing," he said. "I believe
David
Squalli
by a 2-1 margin,
Kirkeby-Prosser said
that there is so much universalwinning
easily,
252-126.
that Ascension Thursity within all religions that I can
The
Constitutional
day occurs 40 days afencompass them within my
ter Easter.
own faith and experience that Ammendment also passed easily,
220-42. This is the last issue of the
"It is the official
so I can grow in spirit."
Ml),
it's been funi-0Christian commemoraKirkeby-Prosser also was
tion of the ascension of
pleased with the service except
Jesus. It is the day that
for one aspect.
Classified
9
Christian's officially
"There was one significant
celebrate the ascension
5-7
problem... there was no wheel- Entertainment
ol Jesus into Heaven,"
chair access," said Kirkeby11
Letters
said Kirkeby-Prosser.
Prosser. She said one of the
v
Bishop Clark also
speakers was in a wheelchair New
1-4
said Ascension Thursand had to be carried up the
Opinion
8
day is a Roman Cathostairs to speak.
lic tradition that cel11-12
Bishop Clark said he enjoyed Sports
ebrates the fullness and
speaking at the service and
Cartoons
10
completion of Jesus's
found his experience pleasant.
mission.
"I enjoy coming here very
The Monroe
"It is also a reminder
Doctrine is printed
much," he said. "I always find
that it is our destiny to Bishop Matthew Clark, held a mass this past
on recycled paper
this a hospitable, warm commuand is recyclable in
join the trinity," he said. week for students at MCC.
nity and I enjoy it very much."<0Monroe County.
One of the students

Bishop Matthew Clark
has Service at MCC

INSIDE
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Adult Student Awards Given Out
by Christina Chrislman

They have excelled in community service or college service
while maintaining high academic
standards, not to mention keeping
up with all of the other adult responsibilities they must handle,
including family and job activities.
And for doing all of this, and
doing it well, three adult students
at Monroe Community College
have been awarded the Rochester
Area Colleges Outstanding Adult
Student Award.
Christine Van Heerden,
Susanne Clair, and Paul Winters
were chosen from about 50 students that were nominated by faculty and staff at MCC, said Betty
Smith of the counseling center.
Smith said she sat on the committee that chooses the winners from
the nominees.
"We're all looking for the same
thing and it's really interesting because we usually all come to the

same conclusions, it's really kind
of fun to see how we all arrive at
the same names," said Smith.
David Boney is an example of
a faculty member nominating a
student. Boney nominated his
former student Christine Van
Heerden. Van Heerden was in
Boney's transitional studies math
class in the fall semester of 1995.
"She struck me right away as a
real independent learner, a selfstarter," said Boney.
Boney kept in touch with her
and thought of her when he heard
about the award.
"She's pretty hard to forget."
he said.
Boney said he wanted to nominate someone who would help the
image of the transitional studies
department.
"Christine really makes the
(acuity look good, she just makes
us look good." he said.
Boney said Van Heerden has
been involved in many different

things at MCC throughout the time
she has been here. Among her accomplishments are starting an
HIV/AIDS educator program, establishing a wellness center on the
Damon City Campus, writing and
performing a play about a Holocaust survivor, being active in
community service, establishing a
4.0 G.P.A., and being a single
mother.
Van Heerden said she was honored by the award and had never
expected it.
"I was very involved and active and doing a lot of stuff but you

don't really think about it until
somebody nominates you for this,"
Van Heerden said. "It was an honor
and I was very pleased."
The students received their
awards at a banquet on April 16 at
the Marriot Thruway.
According to Boney, there
were 33 Rochester Area Colleges
Continuing Education awards presented to adult students at 11 of the
Rochester area colleges, including
St. John Fisher, U of R, and
Brockport.
Congratulations Christine,
Paul, and Susannel-O-

Crime on Campus
These are events that have occurred in the last
few weeks on the Brighton campus of Monroe
Community College.
4/29/97 11:31 Stolen Vehicle InvestigationA report was filed regarding a vehicle missing
from Lot G.
5/1/97 12:03 Petit Larceny-Unknown
person(s) removed a student's textbook from the
Library.
18:41 Violation Code Of Conduct—A student
became rude and belligerent towards a faculty
member.
19:16 Petit Larceny-A license plate was
taken from a student's vehicle which was parked
in Lot M.
5/2/97 10:40 Petit Larceny-A report was
filed regarding the theft of a N.Y.S. license plate
from a vehicle.
15:36 Criminal Mischief/Petit Larceny—A
student's car was broken into and a CD player
was removed. •

MCC
Faculty
Recognized
Mitddatena Palltteoni

Here at MCC, we see many extraordinary examples of outstanding academic: advising. There are
probably some people you can
think of right now. A professor or
advisor who shows evidence of
excellence in everything they do.
This year, MCC has awarded the
"Make Your Life
First Annual Outstanding Faculty
Count" was written Advisor Award. This award recogand performed b\
nizes and rewards one faculty
Christine Van
member who helps students idenHeedren during
tify and achieve not only educaMarch. Van
tional, but career and personal
Heerden, with
goals. Nominations and recommendations were submitted in
Susanne Clair and
March to qualify. Criteria for the
Paul Winters won
adult student awards award included: a caring attitude,
demonstrates listening and comlast month.
munication skills, and engages in
file photo by developmental advising, rather
Peter Matthews
Continued on Page 4

You're smart Have fun.
Tafre the money and run.
CASH
BONUS

Cash for your books
&UY&ack/&rightoii
May 14,15
8:30 a.w. to 6 p.m.
May 16
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
May 19-ZZ 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
in room 3-105
May 15,16
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
May 15,16
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
May l\'tt
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at PCC bookstore

Take a hilly interactive road trip with the Hew Ford Escort ZX2 on www.lord.com
While there may be lots o! good deals out there tor smart
people, this one Is available only to college seniors and grail
students. Get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or $650
cash back* toward the Red Carpet Lease (or Red Carpet Option)
ol any eligible Ford or Mercury. Smart going. And that includes

The new 1998 ford Escort

the exciting new Ford Escort 1X2. a terrific way to grab life by
the wheel. Big fun. For more College Graduate Purchase Program
info, can 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web at www.lord.com
•To be eligible, you must graduate with an associates or bachelor's degree between 10/1/95 and 1/3/98
or be currently enrolled in graduate school You must purchase or lease your new vehele between 1/4/97
and 1/3/98 Some customer and vehicle eligibility restrictions apply See your dealer lor details

College Graduate Purchase Program

Mercury

^^^^^^^^^^^^^w
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Changes in Store for the Fall Semester
by Christina Cliristman

For all of you who are returning
to Monroe Community College
next year, there are a few changes
that will go into effect for the fall
semester.
The Forum will undergo noticeable renovations over the summer. Thomas Flynn, Vice President
of Student Services, said there will
be new carpet and furniture installed in the Forum. Also, the
lighting will be changed and more
TV's will be added.
A major renovation in the Forum involves the serving lines
where students buy food. Flynn

said those lines would be redone
to allow students more access to
purchasing food.
Flynn said the Brick Lounge
has already undergone some of its
renovations. As far as the academic
advising center renovations for the
interior of the Brick Lounge, including adding outlets and changing the lighting, those aspects of
the renovation have already been
concluded. Flynn said the academic advising center will be located in the interior of the Brick
Lounge when students return in
September.
Plans to renovate the front part
of the exterior of the Brick Lounge
have not been concluded as of yet,

The Election Results
by Christina Christman

The results are in! The Student
Government election has come to
a close and the votes have been
tallied.
In a landslide vote, Stan Lyons
and Veronica Caine won the President and Vice President positions.
I should mention they also ran uncontesled.
Also running uncontestcd were

the four people running for the four
Senator positions; Mike Dettman,
Steve Sanford, Steve LaDue and
Brian Schultheis.
In the only real race of the elections, Sue Rock beat out Dave
Squalliby a vote of 252 to 126 for
position of Student Trustee.
Also included on the ballot was
the proposal of the Constitutional
Amendment which v/ould restructure the current Student GovernContinued on Page 4

said Flynn. There were plans to
enclose it but there has been no final decision made yet.
A new early alert system has
been implemented, replacing the
current midterm grading system.
Under the new early alert system,
students would be notified at about
a third into the semester if they are
doing unsatisfactory work. Unsatisfactory work would consist of
below a "C" average.
There will also be some

changes in Student Government.
The Damon City Campus plans to
have their own Student Parliament
starting next Fall.
Also, the Student Association
on the Brighton campus will begin reconstruction. A proposal was
passed that replaces the current
system of voting in the government.
There will be three students
generally voted in first. Then there
will be representatives from each

MCC, Equal but Separate (con't)
from different backgrounds."
" It's because of our fears, of
gal to segregate. This raises the maybe our cultures," Miller said.
question of how can we have such " Our cultures separate us."
an extreme example of segregaWhile sitting in the Brick
tion, like the Brick Lounge, in a Lounge, Erin Coyle said, " I don't
place of learning?
think it's a problem, there's just no
" All racial segregations are self interaction between the two sides.
induced. There are no laws saying I'm not prejudiced myself.,"
you have to use a certain drinking
Talya Jones had views similar
fountain or sit in a certain area," to Coyle.
said Patrick Wilding, a student
"I don't think it's a problem, it
here. " I don't go down there (to just shows we can't get along," she .
the Brick Lounge) out of my own said.
weakness, because I'm afraid. I
The Institute for Healing Racrealize that's pathetic, but it's the ism states that historically, racial
truth."
segregation has been used as a
"It is segregated," said China means for maintaining the ecoMiller. " We don't mean it to be nomic advantages and superior
that way, it's just that we come social status of the politically
dominant group. More recently it
has been used by white populations to maintain their power over
other groups with legal and social
color bars.
Martin Luther King had something different than some MCC
students to say about segregation:
"Men hate each other because
they fear each other, and they fear
each other because they don't
know each other, and they don't
know each other because they
are often separated from each
other," he said. Essentially, King
said, prejudices are built from ignorance of their peoples' cultures
and experiences.
Continued from Page 1

STUDENT ASSOCIATION
GOVERNMENT
ELECTION RESULTS
MAY 7,1997

No
42

Constitutional Ammendment

Student Member. Board of Trustees
Sue Rock

252

David Squalli

126

President/Vice President
Stan Lyons/Veronica Caine

Uncontested

Senators
Mike Dettman
Steve LaDue
Steve Sanford
Brian Schultheis

of the following organizations;
Liberal Arts, Health Related Professions, Transitional Studies, service clubs, social clubs, academic
clubs, Media, Arts, and the Campus Activities Board. Those representatives will be nominated by
their organization.
This is just a brief rundown of
some of the changes to expect for
next year. As always, things could
change any day.O-

Uncontested

Another cause of self-segregation is a feeling of security people
find in groups they are familiar and
comfortable with.
Doni Lucas, another student,
agrees with this philosophy. 11
"There's safety in numbers," he
said " People are comfortable and
safe with their stereotypes of others. I can't blame everything on
white people if I really to get know
one.,,
Men Against Racism and Sexism (M.A.R.S.) believe much of
the work to end segregation and
racism can be done by white
people.
On their world wide web page
they said, " White people are
trained, coerced, and forced by racist pulls."
" What we see in the Brick
Lounge is a reflection of our society. We are hugely segregated,"
Professor Devadutt said.
She said we have the perfect environment for change at MCC.
"We could encourage white students to take co-curricular course
work and activities. It takes extra
effort for white people because
they do not feel the impact of segregation in their daily lives. Black
people are exposed to a "white
world" every day."
" We can do something about
Devadutt said.-O-

GET MORE
OUT OP YOUR
SUMMER
During MCC's two
summer sessions, you
can earn credit in over
300 courses.
Sure, it's great that summer's here, but how
about getting a little more out of it? At MCC
Earn full credit—just as you would for a regular
semester course — in less than half the time. You
can speed up your journey through college. Get a
prerequisite out of the way. Take a course you've been
dreading. Or re-take a course that took you.
MCC offers you two campuses, with courses morning,
afternoon or evening all at the low cost of $99 per
credit hour. So you can earn AND learn this summer.
Best of all, MCC's credit transfers to colleges and
universities across the U.S A.
/
Be smart. Get credit for summer. At MCC.
Session I starts May 27
Session 2 starts July 7

Uncontested

For complete information, call 292-3400
or visit our web site at
www.monroecc.edu

Uncontested
MCC WORKS

Uncontested

Monroe Community College
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The Cast of "As You Like It"
Definitely a Class Act.
by Jason Olson

gives way to many funny scenes dience a clue to their personalities.
where the Fool tries to seduce the
A couple of good examples
If any of the cast members of the naive young girl, only to be inter- would be the use of 1920's 'flaprecent MCC Theater production of rupted by some passerby. The third per' clothing during an early party
William Shakespeare's "As You love story line revolves around a scene, which introduces Rosalind
Like It" were al all nervous, they shepherd named Silvious (played to the audience. Then there was
sure did a good job of hiding it by Robert Maville) and his affec- the scene where Duke Frederick
from the audience. I had the plea- tions for a young lady named (played by Jason Teeter), ensure of taking in this show twice Phebe (played by Susan McNitt) shrouded in a 1930's mobster
last weekend, opening night on who doesn't display the same. The wardrobe, was having some of his
Friday, May 2nd and the final per- last relationship that forms is be- cronies (played by James Anderformance on Sunday, May 4. I tween Oliver {Orlando's older son and Johannes Murphy) smack
found both performances enter- brother played by Robert Caruso) Oliver around in order to find out
taining not only for the cast mem- and Celia, {Rosalind's close friend what he knows of Orlando's where
bers (especially Erika Kissack, who was played by Gretchen abouts. Lastly, you had the hippie
who played the lead female char- Heberger).
dress that blanketed Duke Seniors
acter, Rosalind) ability to speak
Another aspect of the play that band, which gave the audience the
Shakespeare's Old English flu- was strong was the singing se- clue that his group was mainly a
ently. The whole cast seemed to be quences and the costume design. 'free' and 'generous' band of travable to dictate through their body The hippies, headed by the strong elers.
language what they where saying vocals of Alison Goldstein and
The overall choreography (set
in verse. A good example of this Abdul-Hakim (Duke Senior), per- up by Jane Ottley Smith) was evwas Joel Figueroa's rendition of formed most of the vocal se- ery well planned and timed. In the
the court fool, Touchtone, and Jon quences with such a pleasant depth main fight scene, Orlando takes on
Sadowski's portrayal of the mis- and clarity which made each sung a well-known wrestler, Charles
guided religious leader, Sir Oliver word easily understood as well as (played by Michael L. Peters). The
Martext. Sadowski's entrance onto pleasing to the ears. David Vacco punches and throws sounded so
the set, (aimlessly weaving around (drums), Christian T. Mendell realistic that I could feel the pain
to and fro) and the trance he put (guitar and the rock star Hymen), in my joints after every crack and
himself in while staring into one and Dan Irving's (harmonica & smack.
of the light fixtures forfivemin- guitar) instrument playing added
This play was an enjoyable exutes while Touchtone and Audrey a cool beat to each song. The mod- perience overall. I think that direc(Nicole Routier) converse about ern costume design by Karen Hall tor David Smith should be proud
their marriage plans, said more worked well with each scene be- of the performances his cast and
about Sir Oliver than his three cause they helped to give the au- crew put in.<>
verses ever could.
Like in many of Shakespeare's
plays, there where a lot of dramatic scenes as well. The cast, as
a whole, made these sequences
very compelling (especially the
courtship scenes between Kissak
and Christopher Laprade) without
drowning the scenes in a sea of
melodrama. A good example of
such a scene was the last scene
before the Intermission. In this
scene, Orlando, the leading male
character who was played by
Christopher Laprade, confronts
Duke Senior (played Siddiq Bilal
in Abdul-Halim) and his band of
singing hippies inside the Forest
Ericka Kissack (left) and Gretchen Heberger practice for "As
of Arden. With knife in hand, OrYou Like It" three weeks ago, before the performance.
lando threatens the group and tries
to rob them of their food (his long
time servant, Adam , who was
played by Manuel Psychos, had
fallen ill from lack of food and his
old age). The wondering traveler,
If you're ^raduatin^ or
Jaques, (played by Jim Landers) you've just finished a rou^h semester
makes fun of the young desperate
take advantage of the
Orlando, which only makes Orlando more aggravated. Duke Senior, though, offers to help out
Orlando and asks him to join their
feast. Orlando refuses to join them
until he goes and retrieves Adam.
There is also a deeply intertwined love story that mainly revolves around Orlando and
Rostand's 'at first sight' infatuation
with each other that later turns into
a love relationship when Orlando
encounters Rosalind in disguise
(dressed up as the young boy,
Ganymede) and convinces her that
his love for her is sincere. Other
love affairs include the love affair
that forms between Touchtone and
a farm girl named Audrey (played
by Nicole Routier). Touchtone
seems more interested in sleeping
with Audrey than having any sort
of emotional attachment, which

Elections (continued)
"I didn't really have that much
time to do much with it but for
ment. The proposal passed with a what time we did have I guess it
was okay," she said.
vote of 220 to 40.
Jason Olson, a voting booth
Overall, there were 413 students who voted, according to attendant, said students seemed
elections coordinator Crystal uninformed and disinterested in
voting.
Roderick.
"I found it quite boring because
There were a total of four voting booths available for students no body came over and voted,"
to vote at. There were three at the said Olson. "When I did ask them
Brighton campus located in build- if they wanted to vote, the majorings 3, 9 and 12. There was also a ity said I don't know who I'm votvoting booth at the Damon City ing for, or I don't care."
Campus.
Sue Rock said of her victory,
"It could have been better but "I'm excited that I won. I'm lookunder the circumstances I guess it ing forward to doing my best for
the student body and I want to
was okay," said Roderick.
Roderick said she was put in thank everyone who had enough
charge right before the elections faith to vote for me. I'm a little
because the previous coordinator nervous and excited for the upcoming year."^
had resigned.
Continued from Page 3

Faculty Awards (con't)
Continued from Page 2

than just scheduling courses.
This recognizes something that
I has basically always been around,
but was never really awarded,"
| stated by Mary Eshenour of Academic Advisement. Although the
choice was a difficult one, there
was one advisor that stood out
above the rest. The recipient of the
Outstanding Faculty Award is Proj fessor John Wadach. He is Associate Professor of the Physics and
j Engineering Department. Wadach
fills most of his time by advising a
'• wide range of students. From
Physics and Engineering students
to Liberal Arts students in the Advising Center. Wadach is also a
participant of the group SOAR
J which stands for Specialized, Orientation, Advisement and Registration and OAR which is Orientation, Advisement and Registration. John Wadach is a faculty
member who is known for doing
so much so well.

Are you a good musician
but sound bad
or
a bad musician
who wants to sound good!?

REWARD YOURSELF!

FINAL'S WEEK SALE
25% OFF All Sportswear

time only

May 14 thru' May 23
the Bookstore

"No matter what student John is
advising, he approaches each of
them as individuals. John takes the
time to learn each student's goals,
background, and priorities, and
then helps them develop an academic action plan to meet their
own unique needs," explained
Mary after a recent interview about
Wadach's talent and qualities for
advising.
This year, MCC also gave two
more awards to two other faculty
members. John Cullen, the Assistant Professor of Chemistry is the
1997 recipient of the Dr. Wesley
Hanson Award for his Teaching
Excellence and Connie Herrera,
Marketing Communications Manager is the recipient of the 1997
Award for Excellence in Professional Service.
We congratulate all of those faculty members who received
awards, and expect that they will
continue their great services to
MCC.O

&T180 Sound Technology
3 credits
Learn how to select setup, and check sound equipment
Hands on sound labs
No electronics prerequisite!

PUyiNQ
FAII 97
io:oo - 1 1 ;

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
PPOF. VANKLOWSKI AT EXT. 26
outside of college 292-2692
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Spring Fling This Week
you slide into the safety of a air
cushion. There is going to be joustThe Spring Fling is here! Mon- ing and an obstacle course, and
roe Community college's annual while there you can get a free
Spring Fling is going to be held Frisbee and get a photo button.
This may seem like fun enough,
Wednesday, May 14 from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Sponsored by CAB, Stu- but the live entertainment will be
dent Government and BSA, it's warming up the atmosphere. The
going to be great party celebrating return of Travelin ' Max's karaoke
the end of this semester and say- will give anyone a chance to pering good-bye to graduating stu- form and the professional band
dents. This party is going to be so
big that the Terrace and Forum will
close down during the event. Not
to worry, there will be a nice selection of cheap treats sold at the
Fling. Hot Dogs and Hamburgers
are only 50 cents, Italian Sausage
and veggie burgers 75 cents and
drinks are only a 25 cents. They
are going to serve snow cones and
cotton candy also to appease the
sweet tooth.
Not that the great low-priced
food isn't going to be reason
enough to picnic outside during
Spring Fling, the activities are going to be great. Anyone can bring
out their competitive side and get
into a volleyball game or take the
Everest Challenge and conquer its
majestic fun. There is going to be
a giant slide, a big tower in which
by Shayna Allen

Plaster Sandals will turn your
head. The Buffalo-based band is
going to perform their melodic
pop-rock giving a real feeling of
bash to this party. This group has
opened for 10,000 Maniacs, Deep
Blue Something, Wild Strawberries and a few others.
Lots of food, music and fun partying is going to be happening this
Wednesday. Spring Fling will be
held outside of the Terrace
between buildings 10 and
11 and if there happens to
be bad weather, a rain date
has been set for the next
day, Thursday the 15th.
Celebrate the ending of another college year."Vs

Shakespeare's
"As You Like It"
What It's All About
bv Hester Marchanl

It's a story of internal family
struggle and the search for love,
but this plot was written long before Jane Austen was born. "As
You Like It" is one of William
Shakespeare's romantic comedies.
The bawdy humor and language of
the play is characteristic of
Shakespeare's writing, but the conclusion of the plot is unusual.
May second through fourth,
MCC students performed this
During the Fall Carnival more obscure Shakespeare play.
last semester, students
The clever adaptation of the play
had the opportunity to
into a 1970's setting gave a fresh
choose from several
look to Shakespeare's characters
activities. This
and plot.
Wednesday, the Spring
The story begins in a orchard
Fling will take place in
where the hero, Orlando, is comthe courtyard and there
plaining about the treatment he
will be a whole host of
receives from his older brother,
activities to choose from.
Oliver. Oliver arrives and tells
Orlando he is no longer welcome
file photo by Peter Matthews on his land. Oliver then conspires
to have his brother killed, or at the
least gravely injured.
The next scene is in the home of
Angel is the R & B/Hip Hop
Cory plans on going into broad- Duke Frederick, who has also banDirector at WMCC and he can be casting as an air personality hope- ished his brother, Duke Senior. We
heard on Mondays from 11 am to fully in a small market, but he now are introduced to Rosalind and
1 pm.
has an opportunity to be a mobile Celia, cousins and the daughters
Cory Fargo also started at MCC D.J. at parties and weddings. "Kid- of the Dukes. Rosalind is upset
in the Fall of 1996 and immedi- Cory" and the Top 40 show air over her father's banishment, but
Celia assures her of her devotion.
ately joined WMCC as a D.J. and Wednesdays from 10 to 11 am.
The
action picks up as a wrestling
is currently the Top 40 Director. He
Not to forget all the other D.J.'s
is a communications major and and personnel at WMCC, you all match begins. Orlando, who isgoes by the nickname of "Kid- have given us a wide variety of lis- preparing to wrestle the Duke's
Cory". Besides WMCC, he is tening options for this semester, champion, meets Rosalind and
working an internship with 98 along with your fund raising ef- they fall instantly in love.
WPXY, which will continue forts and events that we could parLater, after Orlando has dethrough the summer and maybe ticipate in. Thank you and good feated the champion, Duke
beyond.
Frederick kicks Rosalind out of his
luck,-»
house and she and Celia run off to

For Fun, Facts and Phrases
by Connie Langdon

My last in the series of WMCC
D. J. I s for the Spring of 1997, but
not least, are Angel Alvarez and
Cory Fargo.
Angel Alvarez came to MCC in
the Fall of 1996 and is registered
in the communications program.
Angel's interest in music probably
steered his path to being a D.J. and
his career. He would like to some
day have his own store.

Want a Better Handle
on Your Courses in
SOC, HIS, GOV, Foreign Language. ANT,
ART, MUS, COM, BUS, PHL, SOS, HUM ?
66*

-Ml

Fall
Tuesday
8i00 am
»*«
"Find Out What Makes the World
Go Around!'!
•-—-Transferable Credits "-'

Bob Stevens, Instructor,
Associate Professor Emeritus

Interested in Coaching?

Attention Liberal Arts Students

find Duke Senior in the forest of
Arden. Rosalind has dressed as a
man with the pseudonym
Ganymede and claims to be Celia's
brother. Celia has likewise
changed her name to Aliena. Orlando and his old servant, Adam,
are wandering in the forest as well.
Orlando has been leaving poems about Rosalind on trees
throughout the forest, but when he
and Ganymede meet, he does not
recognize his true love. Ganymede
offers to cure Orlando of his love
by pretending to be Rosalind. At
this point a country girl, Phebe,
meets Ganymede and falls in love,
spurning the worship of the poor
farm boy Silvius.
In the end both couples are reconciled. Orlando marries Rosalind
and Phebe marries Silvius. The
court jester, Touchstone, marries
Audrey, his girl friend, and Celia
and a repentant Oliver who have
fallen in love are also married.
The story is reminiscent of
"Much Ado About Anything" with
feuding brothers and eventual
weddings. Unlike most of his
other plays, "As You Like It" ties
up loose ends and leaves the audience with a sense of finality. The
forest setting brings to mind
Shakespeare's more popular romantic comedy, "A Mid Summer
Night's Dream."
Shakespeare's wit and genius is
evident in "As You Like It", but
the play is aimed mainly towards
masses, although the elite of society can enjoy it as well. For a college production this play is ideal,
although I would like to see "Hamlet" performed by my fellow
students.•

Get New York State Coaching
Certification at Monroe Community
College. Use your electives to
qualify yourself to coach!
• PPE 175 -

Introduction to Physical Studies
3 credits / General Elective
Tues./Thurs. 9:30am-l 1:00am
Tues/Thurs.
12:30pm-2:00pm
Tues./Thurs. 2:00pm-3:30pm

• PPE 170 - Introduction to Sport Medicine
- 3 credits / General Elective
- Tues./Thurs.
12:30pm-2:00pm
• PPE 209 - Theories & Techniques of
Coaching
- 3 credits / General Elective
- Spring Offering
Recommended Course
• PPE 208 - Sport Psychology
- 3 credits / General Elective
- Tues./Thurs.
ll:00am-12:30pm
- Mon./Wed./Fri. 10:00am-ll:00am
For additional information, call
Dr. Elizabeth Fell Kelly at 292-2840.
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At The Movies
"Breakdown"
Summer Releases

"Breakdown" on the Highway to Hell Preview of This Summer's Film Releases
b\ Keith Walther

Your worst fears are realized in
the movie, "Breakdown". Directed
by Jonathan Mostow, the story
takes the fear of breaking down in
uncivilized territory to new
heights. Kurt Russell stars in the
suspense thriller and delivers his
best performance since portraying
Wyatt Earp in "Tombstone".
Jeff (Kurt Russell) and Amy
Taylor (Kathleen Quinlan) are
traveling cross country from Massachusetts to sunny San Diego.
They are moving to change their
lives and better themselves financially. As they drive through the
Southwest, they encounter a desert
that stretches for miles on end in
every direction. It is an area that
holds scarce, small towns and very
little law enforcement.
A nightmare is realized when
their car breaks down in the middle
of nowhere. Red Barr (J.T. Walsh),
a helpful truck driver, finds the
stranded pair and volunteers to
take Amy into town, while Jeff remains with the car. After he fixes
the vehicle and drives to the remote town, Jeff learns that his wife
never made it there. Fear and panic
threaten to consume his every
thought and decision. When Red
and his friends demand a $90,000
ransom for his wife, though, love,
anger, and hatred take over as his
primary emotions. Chases and
battles between the characters ensue, resulting in an explosive conclusion.
After a string of bad films like
"Executive Decision" and "Escape
from L.A.", Kurt Russell turns in

a stellar performance for this suspenseful movie. He is able to portray a regular, working class citizen with undeniable believability.
Like he did in "Tombstone", Kurt
captures the audiences' attention
with a violent expression of emotion to turn the momentum in his
favor.
Academy Award nominee
Kathleen Quinlan ("Apollo 13"),
also gives a commanding performance in a role without very many
lines. She does a tremendous job
of displaying her feelings through
facial and physical expressions.
Another plus in her favor is that
she does not fall into the genre of
being a damsel in distress. The
only average parts of the cast are
the actors playing the villains.
They do not measure up to the
ruthless, coldhearted villains that
they should have been.
Directing only his second film,
Jonathan Mostow has risen to the
top with such suspense directors
as Tony Scott ("Days of Thunder",
"The Fan") and Michael Bay
("The Rock"). He takes a true,
frightening situation and turns it
into a seat gripping, heart stopping
suspense thriller. Some action
scenes will take you by surprise
and make you flinch. He builds the
suspense to an eye popping crescendo by the end of the film.
"Breakdown" receives a rating
of ****]/2 out of a possible five.
It is the number one movie in the
country for its first week in release
for a reason. It is the first blockbuster of the early summer.
"Breakdown" will leave you
trembling."^

Reviews of Other Current Releases
compiled by Keith Walther

''Anaconda"-Jennifer Lopez, Jon Voight, Ice Cube, Eric Stoltz**
"Austin Powers"-Mike Myers, Elizabeth Hurley-****
"Chasing Amy"-Ben Affleck, Joey Lauren Adams, Jason Lee****
"8 Heads in a Duffel Bag"-Joe Pesci, Andy Comeau, David Spade***l/ 2
'Grosse Pointe Blank"-John Cusack, Minnie Driver, Dan Akroyd**** 1/2
"Inventing the Abbotts"-Joaquin Phoenix, Liv Tyler, Billy
Crudup- ****l/2
"Murder at 1600" -Wesley Snipes, Diane Lane, Alan Alda, Den
nis Miller-***
"Paradise Road"-Glenn Close, Frances McDormand, Pauline
Collins, Cate Blanchett, Julianna Margulics-*****
"Romy and Michele's High School Reunion"-Mira Sorvino, Lisa
Kudrow, Janeane Garofalo-* 1/2
"The Saint"-Val Kilmer, Elisabeth Shuc-***
"That Old Feeling"-Bette Midler, Dennis Farina, Paula Marshall****
"Volcano"-Tommy Lee Jones, Anne Heche-***

by Keith Walther

This summer can appropriately
be called the summer of sequels.
Even though most of the summer's
blockbusters will be sequels, there
will be some box office hits lhat
are works based on previous materials and even some that are completely original.

Action/
Adventure
For anyone who enjoys nonstop
action, this will be a good summer
to see movies. One of the best
films in this category will most
likely be "Face/Off. John Travolta
and Nicholas Cage will be going
head to head at a frantic pace that
will leave your head spinning.
John Woo (director of "Broken
Arrow") directs the chaotic action
film, which will be released on
June 27.
Another must-see will be "Con
Air", which will be released on
June 6. It stars none other than
Nicholas Cage. In addition to
Cage, the movie also has afinecast
consisting of John Malkovich ("In
the Line of Fire"), Steve Buscemi
("Fargo"), John Cusack ("Grosse
Pointe Blank"), and Ving Rhames
("Pulp Fiction", "Mission: Impossible"). When Jerry Bruckheimer
("Crimson Tide", "The Rock")
produces and Michael Bay ("The
Rock") directs, you know it will
be an action story with substance.
There are a couple of box office
hits in this category that will fail
to be entertaining. "Speed 2:
Cruise Control" is "Speed" on a
boat instead of a bus. Sandra Bullock returns to where stardom was
realized for her. Jason Patric
("Sleepers") and Willem Dafoe
("The English Patient") co-stars in
a film by Jan de Bont ("Speed",
"Twister"). The only plus for this
sequel is that Keanu Reeves is not
in the cast. "Speed 2" will be released on June 13.
Another cheesy-looking sequel
is "Batman lind Robin", starring
George Clooney, Chris O'Donnell,
Alicia- - SfTvcrstone, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, and Uma
Thurman. Clooney looks to be the
worst batman yet; Silverstone
(playing Batgirl) is better off acting in roles where she does not
have to think too much; and
O'Donnell just cannot act. Arnold
(playing the villain, Mr. Freeze)
may be the one to save a film that
has villains on ice skates. Watch
out! Here comes Brian Boitano.
"Batman and Robin", which will
be released on June 20, is directed
by the irritable Joel Schumacher
("ATimetoKill").

Science Fiction
This category may be one of the
strongest again this year. "Jurassic Park: The Lost World" (May
23) will definitely be the number
one movie of the year, blowing out
"Independence Day". Jeff
Goldblum and most of the crew
from the first movie return to pul
Michael Crichton's story on the
screen. Steven Spielberg directs
this sequel, which has even better
special effects than the first picture. If you are going to see just
one movie this summer, see this
one.
The other three big sci-fi flicks
focus on other intelligent life in the
universe. The most promising of
the bunch is "Contact" (June 11),
directed by Robert Zemeckis
("Forrest Gump"). It is based on
the novel by Carl Sagan and stars
sensational actors like Jodie Foster
("Nell"),
Matthew
McConaughey ("ATime to Kill"),
and Sidney Poitier. With names
like these, how can you lose?
"Alien 4: Resurrection" (July
25) stars Sigourney Weaver and
Wynona Rider. These movies have
traditionally been great, but the
story in this sequel looks shaky
with Weaver coming back from the
dead. Rider must be the most unfit
actress for a role in this movie.
Check out the previews and reviews of this film before spending
the money to see it.
"Men in Black" (July 2) focuses
on two guys who defend the galaxy from invading aliens. It is supposed to have a lot of comedy, but
the trailers suggest that the script
and story are pretty pitiful. Will
Smith ("Independence Day") and
Tommy Lee Jones ("Volcano") are
the unlikely duo for this one.

Dramas
If you are looking for emotional
performances and powerful, meaningful stories, then look no further
because there will be plenty of
those this summer. "Conspiracy
Theory" (July 27) has a cast consisting of mega stars like Mel
Gibson, Julia Roberts, and Patrick
Stewart as an evil FBI agent. Mel
and Julia seemed to have gotten
along just fine on the set, making
for good chemistry.

STUDERT

Opening on the same day is "Air
Force One". Harrison Ford stars as
the President who is aboard Air
Force One when it is hijacked by
Gary Oldman ("The Fifth Element") and company. Glenn Close
co-stars as the v.p., who must take
over in Ford's absence. This film
will definitely be worth checking
out.
Other big dramas include "The
Flood", starring Christian Slater,
Morgan Freeman, and Minnie
Driver ("Grosse Pointe Blank",
"Sleepers") and "Titanic" (July 4),
starring Leonardo DiCaprio, Kate
Winslet ("Sense and Sensibility"),
and Bill Paxton ("Twister"). The
best actor in the business, Al
Pacino, will be starring in his own
drama late this summer called
"Devil's Advocate". Another actor
from the same school, Robert
DeNiro, will co-star with Ray
Liotta and Sylvester Stallone in
"Copland" (August I).

Romantic
Comedies
With hardly any comedies coming out as it is, there will only be a
few films in this category. The best
out of the top three will most likely
be "Addicted to Love". It stars the
very charismatic, Meg Ryan
("Courage Under Fire"), and Matthew Broderick ("The Cable
Guy") and will be released this
month. "Till There Was You" stars
Jeanne
Tripplehorn
("Waterworld"),
Dylan
McDermott, Sarah Jessica Parker,
and Jennifer Aniston. This movie
will also be released this month.
The most advertised out of the
three is "My Best Friend's Wedding", starring Julia Roberts,
Cameron Diaz ("Feeling Minnesota"), and Dermot Mulroney.
This summer is jam packed with
big sequels, eye-popping special
effects, and colossal stars in acting and directing. There are even
some decent children's movies
coming out, including Disney's
"Hercules" (June 27) and "George
of the Jungle" (Brendan Frasier).
With all of these choices, just take
my advice and you cannot go
wrong.•
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Creative Writing Pull Out
"Respect All, Fear None"

Monroe Community College

EDITOR'S CHOICE
AWARD WINNER..
Sitting on a Bench
By Danielle VanCkeaf
MCC Student

Photo by Peter Mathews

Your The
One
By Christopher

"The
Picture"
(endless picture)

Herman

This poem I dedicate, to the
person I love;
I need to express, the way that
I feel,
weather a crush or true love,
all I know is it's real.
The girl I love.
sits near me in class.
Her beautiful eyes,
are more fragile than glass.
I think of you always.
And my feelings don't lie,
I love being with you.
It's the ultimate high.
I've waited so long,
to tell you this story.
Will I rot in some dungeon,
or will I triumph in glory?

By Michelle Mclntyre
MCC Student
The song of my thoughts,
forever play.
Pain is evident, hidden behind
the actor.
To sec another; EMBRACED.
The Picture, The Picture....
endless in my mind.
Old wounds broken open;
Strength is to no avail.
The flow of Reality raps
around me.
Feelings left in the space
between;
Helpless to the truth before
me.
GO ....FLY., be FREE,
What price I'd pay, just to be
FREE!
Please let my love for him let
go of me.

H appy ValewtVn&y V ay,
V
By Marcia AuClair
On this day of Valentine's,
I am grateful that you are mine.
You've given to me a gift of love
and brighten my life like the sun above.
Together I want us to always be,
nothing can take you away from me.
Forever with you, this I know.
To live, to love and to grow.
I know that we were meant to be,
cause we were touched by destiny.
With you I want to spend my life,
I want so much to be your wife.
I love you. this you can seeDave, will you marry me?

*/ orginuUy wrote this for tnx boyfriend.
He is mm my fiancee

Blind
Images
by Sarah Kuhn
At one glance
I thought I knew you
At one glance
I thought you
Loved me
A second glance
Told me different
How could you
Tell me you loved me
When you didn't
Know what it meant
How could you
Feel emotions so strong
But not act on them
Only to leave me
In the dark
How could I fall
So blindly as I did
Only to be left
Torn and afraid

An
Immigrant's
Tale
by Maddalena

I watch a man raggedy and small
sitting on the bench
near the corner store
I picture him dignified and tall
as he may have once been
I wonder
am I the only one who notices
others seem to walk by
looking straight on
as if he isn'tthere
I think they see him
but look away
in shame and fear
that one day it might be them
like him
sitting on a bench alone somewhere
He looks lost and senseless
Are his thoughts of a time in his past
or have the drugs and alcohol he used to evade his tears clogged
his mind and erased those years
I wonder if he knows
that he can make a difference
that a peice of me is lost within him He has the knowledge
and the history that I need
locked away in the depths of his very being his soul
Never to be shared
I want to tell him that he could be a teacher
I want to yell that someone really cares
Why doesn't he see that within him are powers that
could help stop some of our society's ignorance and fear
In my heart I know it's too late
he is gone to us forever
now just an old
withered
clueless man
sitting there
oblivious to my stare

Palluconi

He stares out into the deep
blue
it's been the twelfth day
he remembers all the people he
knew
and wonders how long he
will stay
There was no money, so he
had to leave
sailed across the ocean for
many nights and days
he cried, and wiped his nose
on his sleave.
But his parents said, "be proud
of yourself,
it will all work out some way."
It's day fourteen, and he made
a friend
too bad he doesn't know what
he says
the pain of leaving his country
never ends
and they all have trouble
expressing themselves in their
own way.
Finally, the enormous vessle
pulls into port
far off in the distance, a statue
stands proud
A woman and her book. The
lighted way with a torch.
Her expression of freedom
made everyone bow.

Photo By Peter Mathews
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MarisoPs Eyes

I'm Just
A Daisy

By Clay Hurley
On occasion everyone sees
someone so striking that will make
you stop and stare. Oddly enough,
I have a friend who fosters this
type of reverence on a daily basis.
Her name is Marisol, and she'll
probably kill me for writing this
but I'll assume the responsibility,
and absorb her punch in my arm.
The first time I saw her I was
stricken with that dumb "I don't
know what to say, so I'll just play
it cool" feeling. Most guys can
immediately identify with this
feeling. We were walking towards
each other and she gave me a brief
glance and glided right by. I tried,
but that one glance threw me out
of my usual cool gait, into a stumbling, rythmless left-right-left. I
was ready for her beauty, I saw it
coming like an Evander Holyfield
jab, but unfortunately that was just
the set up punch. The knockout

punch was a Mike Tyson hook,
thundering into staggered me.
Marisol's eyes. Dark, piercing,
and combined with the entire
package...Intimidating. So there I
was, left speechless and
rythmnless in the middle of the
hallway. I felt wonderful and confused.
Eventually I got to know
Marisol through a mutual friend.
I speak with heron a daily basis. I
became desensitized to her outward appearance, not to diminish
her at all, but her personality radiated an inner beauty. At first
matching her beauty and eventually surpassing it. One thing that I
have not become used to are her
eyes. I have successfully avoided
making prolonged eye contact
with her. I am sure that if this happens I will become locked impotently in her gaze. The result will

Thunder
by Jason Olson
Color of brass
Hugging the horizon
Clouds blinding the brightness of day
Exposing the darkness with in
Thunder bolts collide
Creating a symphony of crossroads
Forever chasing the winding trails
From the heavens to the Earth

*Soul Flight
by Tom Sadowski
MCC Alumnisl

See the moon rising,
hear the crickets chirping.
The music flows.
My soul begins to fly,
in the wan-n moonlit air.
Life takes on a new meaning,
seeming not to have room for pain.
My heart beats faster.
Shear joy and pleasure flowing from my body.
Making the air glow in time with the rustle of the leaves below
I am at peace.

be a slow hypnotic ebbing of my
train of thought, and end in a dumb
stare. Marisol's eyes.
When she laughs her eyes
squint, and flash reflectively like
a polished onyx stone. They
dance, and dart open and friendly
but always hypnotic. Playful, and
mischievous. Marisol's Eyes. Inquisitive and searching. Maternal
and cooing. Marisol's Eyes. In
the morning I can see her eyes, set,
determined and resigned to the day
of classes ahead. In the afternoon,
tired and weary from a long day.
On rare occasion 1 can see something in her eyes that is completely
enthralling, love. She speaks of a
past relationship, looking off down
a hall at nothing in particular.
She'll recite the peaks and valleys
of her relationship, always with an
underlying affection that is beginning to wane. Marisol's Eyes. All

at once she'll turn and face me asking a question or seeking affirmation to a point made. Even though
I have a response ready, once I look
back and I'm lost. Making matters worse she'll look back into my
eyes searching for sincerity. Before I know it, I feel my consciousness slipping away into a reverie
of relaxing bliss. I have to fight
away from this feeling and
struggle in futility to remember
what the question was. Only to
nod my head, dully hoping this is
the right answer.
In writing this essay I have done
exactly what I sought to avoid, and
that was to have mingled her
amongst a jumble of cliched adorations. I can only hope that I have
given you a glimpse of my friend,
and of...Marisol's Eyes.

Bare
Bx Michelle Mclntxre
MCC Student

I feel the stares;
The looks and glares.
Please don't look;
I feel nuked;
Like you can see right threw me.
Please, don't look.
I'm so uncomfortable in this body of mine;
What I would give if all it I could hide.
I would feel so free;
Happy to be me.
Take this flesh:
It's too much, lake it away;
My bones you can touch!
The better I feel;
The less I am.
The less I am;
I am.

I'm just a daisy
Waiting, waiting for one to
notice me
To see the love and romance I
can offer
To look into my blue eyes
And see the passion and
caring
That is within my aching heart
Even though I look like an
ordinary (lower.
Day by day goes by
And still they pass me by
Instead, choosing the gorgeous
roses
With all of their splendor
Although, they hide their
piercing thorns
And destroy trust.
I don't sting, I promise.
There is someone thai
approaches
Someone that I care about
So I open my petals wide
Look at me like a rose I beg
She gives me a fleeting look
With her mesmerizing eyes
Then proceeds to crush me
and move on
Splattering my delicate petals
on (he healing soil
Leaving me bare and vulnerable.
Can I recover this time.'
I'm just a daisy
Waiting for the right girl
To pick me up and hold me
As if I was her rose.

Light of My Life
Photo By Peter Matthews
By Christopher Herman

*Origionaly Published in
Cabbages and Kings Spring 1993 Edition

It seemed like forever,
She was the light in my day.
Til that one day just hit me,
And I pushed her away.
Years ago,
and that I regret.
The one person in life,
I'm not glad that I met.
My feelings were hurt,
With the things that were said.
Knowing that all of along,
She played games with my head.
Now she is gone,
And with that a new light.
It carries me safely,
Through the dark winter night.
Photo By Peter Matthews

by Keith Walther

Hatred
by Maddalena Palluconi

Hatred is heavy
so full of lies
like the death of Abel
that just passed on by
Hatred is heavy
burning bombs and broken
boundries
buildings bursting everywhere
people struggling to survive
Hatred is heavy
it's a deep, black, never-ending
tunnel
an engulfing fire
full of sorrow and rage
Hatred is so heavy.
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This
Stage
By Anthony Rivers
MCC Student

His eyes gleamed, a smile appeared, his hands joined together
clapping because this was her
stage.
She walked with such elegance
that everyone noticed. Her long
dark hair swayed back and forth.
Thinking back years ago he could
remember her mother doing her

hair before their daughters recital
They were both so beautiful then.
At the recital they both were in the
play. Her mother played the part
of the tree, and at the end of the
recital they had to walk across the
stage to receive their applause. Or
the time that her mother was a
dancer at La Forum. It was a place
were many actors and dancers received a chance to be in a Broadway musical. At the end of the play
her mother took our daughter's
hand and walked with her aross the
stage. Our daughter's smile was as
big as it is tonight.
As she walked town the podium

she began to smile, a smile that reminded him of the time when she
had won the ALL - State First
Team for both basketball and soccer. As she crossed the stage she
smiled at both of us. At that moment she was the happiest she had
ever been. Now she was a grown
women receiving her degree. She
reached the podium and began to
speak. Her voice was as clear as
the night air and eyes never waved
as the feeling of excitement and
joy began to bring tears to her eyes.
It was similur to the speech she
gave at her mother's funeral which
through she spoke so clearly and

her eyes never moved as she addressed both our family
membersand the members of the
man whkilled her mother. He had
been g all night while watching the
Super Bowl and decided to drive
home. He fell asleep at the wheel
and ran a red light, hitting her
mother's car on the driver's side,
killing her instantly. From that
moment, she dedicated herself to
mothers memory. She began a club
in high school were parents, teachers and studnets talked about problems that faced everyone in their
community.
After her speech, the crowd

it bod up and
and app>iauded. She
smiled and thanked the crowd and
returned back to her seat. A few
minutes later the names of the
graduating class were being called.
When her name was called she
walked to the dean of the university and received her degree. The
crowd stood up once more. She
smiled a smile similar to her
mother's when she finished a
dance on stage. I continued to clap
right up to the point that she
walked off the stage. Now I know,
that in her future she will have to
cross many more stages. But none
will ever be as important to me and
to her mother,as she watches her
from above.

Aluminum
Soldier

Kefiecttcmy
of You/

By Robert Ricks
By Jason Olson

An Aluminum soldier
died today
His aluminum liver was the
first to go, at least that's what
they say
But I know his aluminum
pride died yesterday and his
aluminum spirit the day
before.

Lying here
I think of you
Forever entranced
Old wounds
feel fresh and new
I can envision
your face
...Hair
....Eyes

So his aluminum crust and
core
was destined to rust into a
state
non-recyclable, non-returnable
memories
Memories of what might of
been,
Memories of what he could of
been.

To this very day
Have trouble understanding
our limely demise
When I needed to be held
You were near
When you needed comfort
I tried my best to be there
When did you start thinking
That you weren't the only one
I was thinking of?

If the liquor store wasn't his
first stop
and the bootlegger his last
and a drunker stupor his only
ambition

Leaving me alone, the way You did
With out you, how can you expect me to live
Friends as that I gave too much
Still feeling that there was more for me to give
Since left out in the cold
Forgotten,
I fall into the shadows
Just an old man still needing to be held

Photo by Peter Matthews

His nickels and dime will be
missed
by those he chipped with on
the
beverage of despair.
But other than that, that no
one
seems to care,
No one really seems to care!

The Face of a Stranger
By Hester Marchant

The climber leaned into the face
of the rock, gasping for breath.
She was half way up the cliff, at a
horizontal crack in the rock face.
She was sitting on a wide ledge
that jutted out just below the crack
in the cliff. The sun glistened off
her pale wet skin as she licked her
rough lips. Her eyes closed and
her breathing slowed. She opened
her eyes and looked down. I
inched forward, out of the shade
of my hiding place, to see what she
was looking at. Her face turned
toward me and I ran back into my
crack. The climber stared after me
for a second, then stood up and all
I could see were her blue feet and
white ankles.

"I'm goin' up!" Someone
hollered, the sound echoing in my
ears.
"All right! I gotcha!" A voice
wafted up in response. Thick yellow strands hanging from the
climber's waist lifted from the rock
face and straightened. The foot on
the left was raised out of my sight
and only the toes of the other foot
rested on the ledge of rock in front
of me
"It's no good, the notch just isn't
big enough," the whisper wafted
down to me. "I don't have leverage."
"Come on! Don't take all day!"
The words were faint, but sharp.
"Your shoes will grab the granite,
so use them!" The left foot came

down and the other one went up
only to come right back down. I
crawled out of the crack to see
what was happening, but afraid
that I had been seen, I quickly disappeared into the shadows. My
curiosity soon overcame my fear
and I crawled back out into the
warm sun. Looking up I saw the
huge face staring down at me.
Gray eyes stared into mine from
the flushed face. I crawled back
towards the crack, but instead of
hiding again, I reached above the
crevice and began to crawl up the
vertical granite surface. Using the
crystals of the rock as secure hand
holds I climbed up to the top of
the cliff for a better view of the
climber. She stared after me as I

climbed, but soon looked away.
"Get going! You can't stay up
there forever!" The faint voice
came from someone at the base of
the cliff, probably the dark haired
female who was connected to the
climber by the yellow strands.
"Either go up or come down!" The
climber reached one hand into a
pouch at her hip and brought it out
chalky white. She rubbed her
hands together, took a deep breath
and jumped up, reaching for a
notch above her head. She missed
the notch she was aiming for and
landed on the ledge. She placed
her hands against the granite wall
above her head. She thrust her
back and buttocks out into the air
and began climbing her feet up the

rough granite. Her foot soon
reached a notch in the granite and
she began to climb quickly. She
soon joined me at the top, unaware
of my presence. At the top she
looked around at the beautiful
scenery of my home, absorbing it
in as all of her kind do.
"Well little lizard," she whispered to me. "You are one lucky
critter, I wish you were here to
enjoy this view with me. Thank
you for showing me the way,
where ever you are." The young
human turned around and fell
slowly down the cliff to her companions below.
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By Jason Olson

At a mere 29 years old, one might
think that he had all the time in the world
to fall in love and settle down. Harris,
though, could care less about love and settling down seemed to only be a frustrating
joke The one thing the people close to him
didn't understand was the fact that his first
and only love had torn his heart in two when
he was only 19. This incident had scarred
Harris's heart and seemed to damage his
ability to love any other woman since. 1984
was the year he caught Karen with Randy,
in the back stabber's car. Karen, half naked and red faced from her last orgasm, had
nothing to say as she walked out of the old
Buick. Randy on the other hand, leaped out
of the car and confronted Harris head on
After a few choose words where spoken,
Harris proceeded to exchange blows with
Randy, his best friend for most of his life.
Once Harris realized that Randy was unconscious and bleeding from the face and
groin, Harris just stood up, looked at his
former lover with disgust.
"Thank God your not a man, or you too
would of ended up like him!" Harris then
walked back to his apartment. He only
turned around once to see the damage he
had done. He noticed his former girlfriend
hunched over the body of her lover and
holding his head in her arms. When Harris
turned the comer a few minutes later, that
is when he heard her cry for help. That summer night had left such a bitter taste inside
of Harris's mouth that he decided that all
women are like this and it would be better
for him to use them before they could use
him. For the remainder of the decade, he
had gained an hora of confidence that not
only attracted other women, but people in
general. This facade had made him a partner of a printing company by the age of 27,
as well as a very well known bar fly. There
were times that he craved a more substantial relationship, but that was too much of
a risk for him. This was before he first met
Dana Sterlin through a dating service three
and a half months ago. Dana Sterlin, too,
had similar misgivings. Ever since high
school, the 28 year old collage grad felt
more comfortable away from large groups
of people while Harris buried himself in
the social life. After she was raped by a
former boyfriend, when she was 18, her
dealings with men in general were merely
professional and were as short as possible.
Settling down in a trustworthy relationship
was an impossible dream that has since
been eroded from her consciousness. They
met each other quite by accident. Dana had
taken out a personal with a video agency
on a dare with a friend. Due to a computer
glitch, both were sent a copy of the other's
portfolios by accident. Before Harris called
Dana up for the first time, the dark haired
executive was less than impressed. Harris
was skeptical of this woman's character. He
noticed that this Dana chick was alot like
Karen, his first love, quiet and withdrawn.
He had flashbacks, which forced old lessons learned from the depths of his unconscious mind. He could have canceled the
chances of the two ever meeting. But, he
wasn't the type of man to turn down an
opportunity. At least, she may be good in
bed. Dana felt like wise for the man she
saw in the video portfolio. Remembering
what happened to her when she was so
young, she didn't try to even call this Harris Mandrake jerk. That was, until herphoe
rang one night last February. After a few
hours of conversation, both people had
gained a feel for each other. Dana's low
voice didn't seem as withdrawn on the telephone as it did on the TV set. Likewise,
Harris's words and phrases didn't seem as
sly as the man she had watched on TV. the
following Friday, both ol them found themselves out on the town for Ihe evening. With
preceding dale, a close friendship grew
between them. For the first time in almost
a ten years, Harris wasn't so interested in
sleeping with a woman he was dating, but
more like just being around her. They did
begin to hold hands on occasion, but n
wasn't anything more than that The> speni
most of their time together talking, something that Harris never did with Karen, not
lo mention any other women that had come
along since. The evening stained out like
evefy other Friday night. The moon hung
full in ihe clear night sky. li was cold lor
this time of year, but the SO's wasn'i really
that terrible of an air temp Dana tood b)

her front window, looking out for Harris'
black and blue Ford Bronco. Harris wasn't
the kind of man to be late, hell he seemed
to have this uncanny ability to show up right
on time. Dana, who was wearing an expensive red blouse and dark skirt, thought of
this as kind of scary. Impatiently, Dana
looked at her Rolex watch. 8:23 the device
read in bold digital numerals. She then
thought of their last date. That was when
this once sleazy man finally opened up to
her, and she opened up to him. First she
had told him of her experience with Roger.
She could feel her throat tighten up and the
warm sting of tears crawling down her face.
Harris sat in one of her easy chairs and listened. He seemed unsure of what to do, so
at the end of her story, he j ust drew close to
her and held her. This action suprised her,
not because he did what he did, but for she
allowed him to do this in the first place.
Every other time a man has tried to draw
close to her physically or emotionally after
she reminisced about this experience, she
would grow hostile, sometimes to the point
of violence. She realized that she hadn't
been held by anyone since that evening outside of Gary's Drive-in. Harris didn't seem
at all like the sex crazed creep he had made

came from his lips Harris did enter the
house, but only to help her into her living
room and to lay her down upon the couch.
In her drunken state, Dana could swear she
had made gestures of invitation into her
bedroom, but he refused, saying only that
he had to go home. Harris just placed a
blanket over her worn down body and
kissed her on the cheek. After he left, she
just balled up into a fetal position upon the
brown couch and passed out. The following day brought a nasty hangover, but Dana
dealt with it. She had thought about that
night for the whole week. She came to realize that Harris really was a decent man in
creep's clothing. She was attracted to Harris, even though she didn't want to admit it
at first, but now it was more of an emotional attraction. Unknown lo her, he had
felt the same way. It took him a while to
admit it to himself, but seeing her lying
there, asleep, upon her couch, he knew.
Dana had become the only person he could
speak openly too. She didn't laugh as the
tears fell earlier that evening when he told
her about Karen. Dana even hugged him
and told him that is was OK to cry, something he hadn't done since the night in his
apartment ten years ago. The more he

huh?""Maybe," Harris replied," only if you
want to What if I don't?" she asked, curiously. "Well, we can go see that film
No, keep going," Dana broke in," lets see
where this adventure of yours leads us.
"Harris drove off into the night. Songs by
oldie bands such as The Beatles and Paul
Revere and the Raiders helped pass the
time. Dana was curious at to what the man
next to her was up to. If he wanted to just
sleep with her, he could of done that last
week with no problem. He acted like he
wanted something more, and that something more excited Dana a lot. Tbe flat
plains metemorphed into a rocky, seaside
scene as the Bronco clicked down the miles.
"Kannon's Beach," Dana stated. "Yup,"
Harris replied. "We are going to camp upon
a beach? .... Not exactly." Silence fell between the two as Harris pulled into another
side road. The view was breath taking.
Dana stood near the ledge and peered into
the night sky. Harris was busy working the
final details out with his surprise, of which
he asked her to stay in the truck until he
was done. He had meandered off a few hundred feet up the gentle rolling hill. Dana
got tired of waiting in the truck, so she decided to leap out and explore the scenery.

thought about it, Dana was the worse off
of the two. He had only lost a girlfriend in
a very despicable way while she was violently assaulted by her last significant other.
He knew after she let him go, a half hour
later, that she wasn't just another perspective notch upon his belt. Dana Sterlin was
someone a hell of a lot better than that. He
wouldn't admit that he was falling for her,
not out loud anyway. Even with the box he
had in his pocket, he tried to disprove his
feeling of love towards Dana. On his
present drive over to her house, he tried to
think of a day or situation that he didn't
want her to be apart of. By the lime he
pulled into her driveway, he hadn't thought
of any. "Hay babe, want to listen to some
music," Harris stated as he turned on the
radio. "Why not," she replied. Harris had
showed up at 8:3 1. The first time he has
ever been technically late, and she hadn't
lived it down yet, "what is it tonight, Harry.
A movie, dinner'7" Something special," he
replied with a crafty grin. Dana liked that
kind of grin, it wasn't one of a fox near the
hen house, but more of a smile that mocked
slyness. Considering Harris had been so
cunning in his word management around
women, this grin kind of mocked himself.
"What could be more special than a
Stellone thriller," Dana scoffed. Both of
them were Sylvester Stellone buffs, even
to a point where they could recite most of
Ihe lines from any of the Rocky films. More
special than that," Harris replied as he
turned ihe Bronco onto a desolate dirt road
The night seemed to envelope the vehicle
as the stars became more prevalent in the
night sky. Dana turned around and noticed
some large roll bags in the back of the truck.
Camping gear. "Doing a little camping,

It was a beach all right, at least at the bottom of the bill. Harris was busy messing
around at the top. 9:58, the Rolex read. The
night air was chilly and Dana had put her
coat on. "Come on, babe, it's ready," Harris stated as he touched her left shoulder.
"This better be good," she retorted as the
two climbed the miniature mountain. The
sight at the top of the hill took Dana's breath
away. A small camp fire had been built in
the middle of Ihe camp sight. To her left
was a large tent, of whom's color she figured was red due to the light emanating
from the fire. To her right was a small card
table with two chairs. As Harris directed
the stunned woman over to the table, she
noticed that he had set up a very romantic
dinner for two. A feast of roast beef, Dana's
favorite, wilh the fixings laid before them.
"I would of set up a pair of candles, but
the wind and a lit flame doesn't really mix
to well," Harris stated as pulled out Dana's
seat," the way I figure it, it's more romantic to dine under the stars anyway I... don't
know what to say," Dana replied as she took
her seat. "Say let's eat for starters," Harris
grinned as he took his place at the table.
The meal of beef and gravy went down
slowly. Hams had warmed the food up in a
microwave, of which was attached lo a
small generator Both people looked at each
other as they ale. They talked about any
thing that came to mind, from Dana's week
as a secretary at a local law firm to Harris'
toe operations he's had over the years. Alter the meal was over with, Harris produced
a bottle of champagne from beneath the
table and two crystal wine glasses "Dana,"
Harris stated quietly as he stared into her
eyes. "Yes. Harry," she replied as she

Photo by Peter Mathews
himself out to be. When she had calmed
down, it was his turn to tell her of his experience with love. He quickly broke into a
tear test himself when be spoke of Karen
and Randy. When Harris began to shed his
first tears, she felt something for this man
that she hadn't felt for any man for years.
Compassion. By the time Harris was done
wit his tale, she held him in her arms for
what seemed a hours, but only amounted
to a few minutes. In order to break (he somber mood, Harris looked at his watch and
suggested that they go out to dinner. Dana,
feeling that the fresh air would do them both
a world of good, agreed open heatedly. During the drive to Hangars, a local restaurant,
she thought of his situation and what kind
of man he had become. The fact that the
woman, especially the first woman, you
love has made love to another man, especially your best friend, would open a seemingly deep wound in any man's heart. As
she looked at him, she wondered why
Karen, or any woman, could sleep at night
after hurting a man such as Harris once was.
"Or maybe could be again'.'" She thought
to herself. She then thought of her own exlove and how cold he had been after he had
his "fun'. The night did have it's finer
points. The movie was great, but not for
its context Steven Segal was no Slellone.
That night was the first time he kissed her.
How Dana loved it when he kissed her. The
funny thing was lhat Harris didn't take it
any farther than that. She had a few too
many drinks of lhat night. When she even
asked him into the Victorian house, lhat her
parenls had lived left her in their will, she
still could feel his thick arms around her
body and the sweat taste of champagne that

grasped upon one of the glasses. 1 want to
say that the past three months have been
the most exciting in my whole life. I... have
grown up in a way and I must attribute that
to you. "Thanks, Harry. I feel the same
way." "1 don't know really how to say this,
but 1 can't picture a day with out talking to
you, hearing your voice, seeing your face."
"I tend to grow on people, like a fungus."
The two laughed. Ya, you have grown on
me. To an extent that I can't picture a day
without you. I would like to go another step
in our relationship What do you mean?"
Dana asked with a puzzled look. "Dana
Sterlin," Harris said as he went to one
knee," Will you marry me?" As Ihe question reverberated inside of Dana's head for
a moment, she was stunned, taken a gas.
Hams had produced a small velvet box
from his pants pocket and opened it up.
Inside was a woman's gold engagement
ring. Dana became somewhat entranced by
the way the moonlight bounced off the large
diamond stone that was molded to the ring
itself. "I ... wall You don't have to answer right away, I can wait. 1 just want you
to know that I am in love with you.
In love for the first time ever. I don't
want to let my first real love pass through
my grasp. "I will think about it," she
replied was she kissed his left cheek," 1
think, well 1 know that I love you as well.
But, we have only known each other
three months. "Harris had a defeated
looking his brown eyes. Dana sensed it a
little, but she had to be cautious. Her old
defense mechanisms have dulled ever since
she met Hams, but they still had a slight
bite. Harris pu! the ring back into his panls
pocket. "I hope I didn't hurt you," Dana
said," A day doesn't go by that Idon'l Ihink
of you. You have brought a light in my life
that was never there before. 1 don't want to
loose you either, but, 1 want to know if you
really love me or not." "I do love you, a
lot. But I see what you are getting at. Trust
does take time. "Dana then siood up and
Harris followed. The two stared into each
other's eyes. "For us, time is on our side. I
believe that now." Harris grasped her left
hand and drew her close to him The Iwo
Ihen kissed. Harris never felt so complete
in his life. After the third time he made love
to Dana, she had placed his engagement
ring upon her left ring finger. 'Can I take
that as a yes?" he wondered as he held fast
to her. "Maybe," she replied with a grin.
"Well, let's say engaged. "A moment pasi
as the two looked into each other's eyes
"Let's do it again." she whispered in his
ear. "Christ, babe. Trying to kill me? .... No.
I just want to give my possible suitor another lesl drive." "What if the car has run
out of gas?" he said as he kissed her again.
"Then we must refill it's tank?" she replied
as she looked at him sheepishly. She then
returned his kiss. "That will work," Harris
said as he drew her closer lo him. A half
hour later, they feel asleep. When Hams
awoke, he glanced at the watch, which was
strapped to his left wnst, he saw that it was
a quarter past I I. Dana was still fast asleep,
cuddled up in his arms. Yes, for once in his
life, Harris Mandrake felt complete. The
fear of commitment wasn't as bad as it
seemed. He knew deep down that he
couldn't make love to another woman ever
again. Hell, he couldn't Love anyone else
ever again. So marriage was his only
choice. The flap to the red tent blew gently
in the breeze. The sky outside looked so
tranquil, so much like the feeling he had
right now. Placidity was a good thing. In
the night sky, he saw the many possibilities that can be realized after the wedding
day. Visions of Christmases with his wife
in his arms and his children running around
the tree filled his brain. God, how he loved
Christmas when he was a kid. Other memories to be made appeared in the night sky.
The many mornings of waking up next to
Dana lo the day they by their first house
past by, one by one in slide show fashion.
Each vision filled him with something he
hadn't had in a long time, hope and a love
for life. Soon after Harris fell back to sleep,
Dana opened her eyes and placed her head
upon his chest. She thought of their future
together. Granted, Hams wasn't the perfect
man by no means, but she wasn't the perfect woman either. She knew, as well as he
did, thai (he nexl few years where not going to be easy. They would disagree and
argue about anything and everything. They
might even face the possibility of breaking
up, this is why she didn't say yes to him
off the bat, even though she wanted to As
she looked at the ring on her left ring finger, she knew that he would never leave
her alone, and il was this thought that
pleased her the mosi.
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At The Movies
"Breakdown"
Summer Releases

"Breakdown" Should be
Left to Suffer
hv Tracy Destino

Yes, you arc reading correctly.
Although the movie has gotten
rave reviews, I was not impressed.
Jeff and Amy (Kurt Russell and
Kathleen Quinlan) are a normal
middle-class couple moving to
California. While enroute their
jeep breaks down leaving them
stuck in the middle of nowhere.
Fortunately a truck passes by
and stops to offer some help. The
driver (J.T. Walsh) offers the
couple a ride to town to get a tow
truck. Jeff is hesitant because his
jeep is too precious to leave alone.
So Amy takes off but never returns.
Jeff begins to worry and takes a
second glance at the jeep to discover a way to start it up. He ventures off to find his wife but she
has mysteriously disappeared.
Jeff begins a mad hunt to find
his wife. He once again runs into
Walsh who claims he has never
seen the man or his wife. What is
soon discovered is that Walsh is
one of a group of hijackers who
usually stop travelers, rob and kill
them.
This is where the unbelievable
lakes place. Jeff miraculously escapes gunfire and his truck diving
I into the water. He figures out the
hijackers' plans and attempts to
find Amy.
He then jumps on a moving
truck and climbs all under and over
it to a safe platform. When he is
taken to a barn and "headquarters"
of the killers. He sees where his
wife is being stashed and also discovers the belongings and license
plates for some 100 other victims.
Jeff attacks the four killers
and rescues Amy. They run to the
nearest car which leads to a classic car chase. The chase ends with
Russell and Walsh having it out on
a truck hanging off a bridge. Jeff

and Amy survive and bring Walsh
to his death.
The problem with the movie was
that it couldn't make up its mind
to focus on the dramatic side or
action. Though the two can work
together, the movie lacked the connection.
Yes, it is scary to think of the
sickos that could hijack your car
and kill you. But these guys did
this many times, in apparently, the
same general vicinity of small
towns. The police weren't even
suspicious when Jeff reported
Amy's disappearance.
The second problem was the
action. If Arnold Schwarzengegger
or Sly Stallone was cast I would
have believed it. But director
Johnathan Mostow recently told E!
Entertainment that he wanted
Russell because he was so believable as a normal or common guy.
How many everyday guys can
jump around a moving truck and
escape unharmed.
Now I know that movies are
supposed to have a level of fantasy where you get the unexpected.
If they didn't the movies wouldn't
be so worth watching. But in a
movie that is drawing on your
sympathy to the disadvantaged,
their physical levels need some
average qualities.
On the same note, if Mostow
wanted us to feel sorry for the
couple he should have clued us in
on their personalities and personal
life. Both were missing. We only
find out they are from Massachusetts by reading the license plate.
I give this film two and a half
stars out of five. Even a few
punchlines could have helped this
dull film. My suggestion is to read
the summer movie preview, in this
issue of the MD, and save your
money for one of the blockbusters
this summer. It's your call.-v*

The Travel and Tourism
Club Meets Every Monday
in Room 12-103 From
12:00 -1:00
Everyone is Welcome

Ready Or Not, Here They Come (Summer Movie Preview)
also cause quite a stir. Sigoumcy
Weaver is back (as a clone) and
"My name is Freeze. Learn it staring with Winona Ryder in
"Alien Resurrection," the fourth in
well."
In fact you may want to write it the series. Finally, for the real acdown. That line comes from tion buffs you can catch "Mortal
"Batman and Robin," one of the Kombat 2" based on the popular
many blockbuster hits about to hit video game.
Weaver and Ryder won't be the
theaters. This summer will soon
only
two battliing creatures from
prove to be one for the record
outer
space. There are a number
books.
-Screens all over will be host to of sci-fi flicks with the same idea.
a number of big stars, dinosaurs, The action comedy "Men In
aliens, and Greek gods. Perhaps Black" is counting on Will Smith's
the biggest genre this season, (if "ID4" following, to bring him and
you can call it that), is the mighty his new partner Tommy Lee Jones
a hit. Jodi Foster stars with Matsequel.
Or should I say dreaded sequel? thew McConaughey in "Contact,"
Though in the past sequels don't about an astronomer who receives
always live up to the originals, a signal from a distant star. In the
traditions of "Close Encounters of
some only get better.
Which brings us to our first and a Third Kind," Robert Zemeckis
probably biggest sequel. "Jurassic brings a dramatic side to Carl
Park - The Lost World." Thanks Sagan's novel. "Contact" also stars
to Steven Spielberg and Michael James Woods, Rob Lowe, and
Crichton we see new and old rep- Angela Bassett. Finally Laurence
tiles, that Spielberg promises to be Fishburne and Kathleen Quinlan
bigger and better than thefirst.The search out for a lost spacecraft in
dinos begin terrorizing a new is- the futuristic "Event Horizon. "
If those films don't thrill you
land with naive explorers. Some
theaters will also be equipped with enough, you may want to check
out some of the action films comstrobe lights as an added effect.
Next up is the lovely Sandra ing this way. First up is "Playing
Bullock in "Speed 2: Cruise Con- God", a gangland thriller starring
trol." After her last flop ("In Love David Duchovny and Timothy
and War") she needs a big budget Hutton. Then comes "Con Air"
hit. With Keanu Reeves out of the where Nicolas Cage is released on
picture and Jason Patric in, we parole and gets stuck with the
watch Annie's bad luck follow her worst cons around. The Jerry
onto a cruise ship under attack. " I Bruckheimer ("The Rock") film
am never leaving the house also stars John Malkovich, Ving
again.", she claims, but the movie Rahmes, and John Cusack. Nicolas
Cage will also be playing the bad
seems worth it.
Bullock's last co-star Chris guy in "Face/Off opposite John
O'Donnell is also back and search- Travolta. Fans of "Broken Arrow"
ing for a hit. He reprises his role will love John Woo's latest advenin "Batman and Robin," the fourth ture.
installment of the series which
Christian Slater is also back in
continues to get better and better. the action-thriller "Flood" co-starThe newest Batman is George ring Minnie Driver. Slater plays an
Clooney, who is sure to draw in a armored guard chasing down a
big audience. Along with the new bunch of criminals during a flood
Batgirl (Alicia Silverstone), the in a small town, "The 5th element"
trio battle the evil Mr. Freeze stars Bruce Willis as a cab driver
(Arnold Schwarzengegger) and in a futuristic tale, in search of the
Poision Ivy (Uma Thurman) and fifth element: life. The film cosave Gotham City.
stars Gary Oldman as the evil bad
Two other sequels should guy, along with Milla Jovovich and
by Tracy Destino

Luke Perry. Al Pacino returns to
the big screen as the devil and new
boss of a young southern lawyer
played by Keanu Reeves, in
"Devil's Advocate."
'There are also many action films
with a more dramatic side. "Air
Force One" stars Harrison Ford as
the president who is held hostage
by Russian terrorists. Glenn Close
plays the vice-president trying to
stop the (again) evil Gary Oldman.
Mel Gibson and Julia Roberts pair
up in "Conspiracy Theory" where
a cabby's predictions on the governments evil-doings come true.
The stars keep coming out when
Sly Stallone and Robert DeNiro
check out police corruption in
"Copland." Finally keep a look out
for the big-budget "Titanic." The
film was originally set for July 4th,
but may be pushed back to Thanksgiving or even Christmas. The cast
includes Leonardo DiCaprio, Kate
Winslet, and Bill Paxton, based on
the infamous event.
Finally, if you're more interested
in the never-ending search for love
there are a few pictures for you.
Meg Ryan teams up with Matthew
Broderick in "Addicted To Love",
where they "get off on getting
even." Julia Roberts' second film
of the summer is "My Best
Friend's Wedding" where she attempts to stop her best friend
Michael (Dermot Mulroney) from
marrying the lovely Cameron
Diaz. Jeanne Tripplehorn is in
search of her destined love Dylan
McDermott in "Til There Was
You." The film also stars Sarah
Jessica Parker and Jennifer
Aniston.
Last, but not least, is a film for
the whole family. Disney's latest
classic looks like an instant winner. The evil bad guy is played by
James Woods and Tate Donovan
stars as the hero of the mythical
tale: "Hercules"
Start saving your money. This
summer is sure to be one you won't
want to miss.
See you at the movies.•

Movies That Are Coming Out
compiled by Tracy Destino

"Playing God" - May 16
"JP 2: The Lost World" Memorial Day-May 26
"Addicted To Love" - May
"Flood" - May
"Till There Was You" - May
"Men In Black" - July 2

"Titanic" - July 4 ?
"Con Air" - June 6
"Speed 2: Cruise Control" June 13
"Batman and Robin" - June 20
"Face/Off - June 27
"Hercules" - June 27
"Contact" - July 11
"Air Force One" - July 25

"Alien Resurrtiion" - July 25
"Conspiracy Theory" - July 25
"Copland" - August 1
"Event Horizon" - August 1
"Mortal Kombat 2" - August 1
"Devil's Advocate" - August
**Dates subject to change
Information from "Entertainment
Weekly" and "Cinescape"
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Down The Road
Next Stop: The End
of The Road
by Jason
Olson

"I
have
something to
say... It's better to burn out than to fade away"
The Kurgen, Highlander
With me leaving this fair place
and going on to bigger and better
things, I hope, I guess this epic
journey that I have taken you, the
reader, on through my mental consciousness is winding down to an
abrupt end. I guess I could talk
about the many weird and strange
experiences, not to mention the
people, that have enriched my existence since I walked into this
place last semester. People such as
Mr. O and his deep passion for all
forms of literature and Mr. Owen
for his ability to withstand my constant barrage of wisecracks during
class. I guess you must also figure
in the people that I have attended
class with. Fine human specimens
such as Lia and her keen understanding of Melville and Tolstoy
and Kevin, who always greeted me
with a kind "Shmuck!" every time
we ran into each other. And Ray,
who seems to make my Media instructor lose his marbles, with
some wisecrack or sometimes
clever in-class remarks.
Then you have the people I have
worked with over the last year.
Between the crazy people inside
this office and the strange people
that exist in the gameroom, I feel
as though I might have lost my
mind! Granted, this newspaper is
the most professional and organized organization that I have ever

worked for, every now and then
you need a loud "silly" from our
photo editor to break the loud silence of the office or our copy editors, Heidi and Marcia, yelling
'spellcheck' at the top of their
lungs. Then you have the personnel up in the gameroom, who for
some reason I can't comprehend,
think I am funny in some way
(looks not withstanding). Then you
have the close friendships that I
have formed over the last 12
months. The main one is Sarah, of
whom I have had this strange attraction to, which has turned into
a close friendship. Her boyfriend,
Jon, is another person of who has
become a friend of mine, even
though he likes to make fun of me
now and then.
From the wild end-of-semester
newspaper party held last fall to the
recent "As You Like It" cast gala
at the directors house, I have come
in contact with some of the most
original personalities in my short
collegiate existence. Between
Keith and his movie knowledge to
Chris Herman's throwing ability,
some of the craziest things have
taken place at these social gatherings... the best thing, though is the
fact that they didn't need booze to
have a good time. If any one of you
are ever in the Brockport area, or
are going to school there sometime
in the near future, look me up.
Even though I can't remember
names too well, I have a hard time
forgetting faces. To these multitudes of personalities that have
enriched my existence sometime
over the past year, all I can say is
thank you and maybe you will find
yourself in an Olson publication
sometime Down The Road.-O-

Kudos to the
Administration
by Dave Kostecke

The MCC ad^W
\ ministration must
be commended for reinstating the
16 employees whose positions had
been terminated for next year.
Whether these employees
choose to accept their former positions remains to be seen. However, I am most pleased that Kevin
Soulc, a member of the Physics
and Engineering department, will
have the opportunity to return to
his former position.
The Engineering curriculum
consists of Calculus 1-3 and Differential Equations, University
Physics 1-4, Statics and Dynamics, Circuits 1-2, College Chemistry 1-2, FORTRAN and miscellaneous liberal arts distributions
among others. Nearly all classes
have weekly labs, lab reports and

problem sets to be turned in for
grading. In my opinion, the Engineering curriculum is more difficult than any two other majors
combined. Knowledgeable assistance is invaluable.
Many of my previous criticisms
of the administration remain.
MCC is put under lock and key on
weekends, breaks and during finals
week. It would seem that the athletic department is the only party
interested in making the MCC facilities easily accessible because
Building 10 is one of the few entrances that is always open.
MCC is one of only 20 junior
colleges in the US and Canada to
have been offered membership in

All Good Things...
gether) the greater the risk of dangerous collisions.
When several cars are stopped
at a red light the traffic density is
highest. In order to decrease the
Over the last traffic density, and thereby reduce
three years I the chance of a dangerous collihave, on occa- sion, the first driver at the light
sion, caused must quickly react to a green light
some small amount of friction to and accelerate quickly away from
develop between myself and those the stop. The benefit of exceedwith differing opinions. In this, my ing the speed limit is the reduction
final essay for the Monroe Doc- of traffic density and the preventrine, I hope to bring us all together. tion of lethal collisions, however,
Telemarketers are the low- obeying the speed limit prolongs
priced whores of corporate blood- high traffic density and puts more
sucking pimps. If you are a people in greater danger of serious
telemarketer then quit your job: injury. In this common scenario it
you are a nuisance to society. is actually safer to exceed the
When we receive a call from one speed limit than to obey it.
of these prostitutes, we must fight
On the general topic of speed
our natural urge to be courteous. limits, how is a police officer
It is terribly important to make all equipped to determine whether or
telemarketers hate their job. It is not a sober driver is in complete
our collective responsibility to in- control of a vehicle? There is no
crease their job-related stress to "reflex test" at the DMV which
levels that are comparable to air would determine the driver's abiltraffic controllers. The more ity to react to the environment, no
telemarketers we make miserable, on-site evaluation procedures for
or convince to quit their jobs, the determining the location of the
more freedom we will have from nearest pedestrian or animal, in
rude interruptions in the privacy of fact there is no effort to decide
our homes.
whether or not a person was actuSpeed limits were all set by a 60- ally endangering any living being
year-old half-blind guy who hasn't by exceeding a speed limit.
taken a dump in about two weeks.
Obviously, there are drivers of
As a result, nearly all speed limits varying ability. Some drivers have
are inaccurate with regard to good eyesight, reactions and think
safety. The only reason speed lim- ahead to avoid dangerous situaits are enforced is to generate funds tions, and others do not. Yet all
for local governments. Revenue are treated as though they have the
from speed infractions is included same driving ability. This is unin budget projections, and without acceptable. Speed limits are like
this revenue local elected officials eliminating the "dunk" from baswould have to raise taxes or cut ketball because there are a few
services, things no politician will players in the NBA who can't jump
choose easily.
high enough.
by Dave
Kostecke

So we are stuck with an irrational policy of prosecuting individuals who drive in excess of arbitrarily set limits. This policy is irrational because there is no standardized means for setting speed
limits, nor any portion of the
driver's-license testing procedure
that distinguishes between the differing skills of drivers.
The theoretical goal of speed
limits is safety. However, in practice this is not always the case. The
most dangerous and deadly types
of car accidents are collisions between vehicles. The only way collisions can occur is if cars are close
together, and the higher the density of cars (the closer they are to-

the League for Innovation in Community Colleges. But how many
Monroe County Legislators realize that MCC is in the Ivy League
of junior colleges? How many
high school seniors?
The fire in a chemistry lab provided an opportunity to boast of
the modern instruments and outstanding professors in the chemistry department, and could have
been expanded to include similar
instruments in the biotechnology
department. That opportunity is
now lost.
More can be done to improve
MCC, and the reinstatement of 16
employees is an important step in
the right direction.•

There are several steps to fixing
this idiocy. First, the licensing procedure could include a reflex test.
The DMV could initiate a sit-down
test consisting of two pedals, similar to the brake and gas. In front
of the test-taker would be two
lights, red and green. The test
starts with the green light on and
the driver's foot on the gas. When
the light turns red the driver must
brake. A computer would record
the time from when the red light
turned on to when the brake was
depressed. Thus, each driver
would be assigned a reflex time
corresponding to their actual
physical ability.

ing of the term "speed limit." The
posted signs would be interpreted
as the maximum speed for which
a driver in the worst category of
reaction times would be allowed
to travel without risking a ticket.
This interpretation seems most
accurate based on experience: very
few people actually drive at the
speed limit, and they usually cause
a number of cars to pile up behind
them.
Most importantly, drivers with
better reaction times would be allowed to travel at speeds higher
than the posted limit without punishment: the better your reaction
time, the higher your maximum
allowable speed. For example, say
there are three categories of reaction times, 1.0 second and above,
0.8 to 1.0 seconds, and less than
0.8 seconds (less than 0.8 seconds
is the best reaction time.) People
with the worst reaction time, over
1.0 second, would have to drive the
posted speed or risk getting a
ticket. People in the best category
of reaction times, under 0.8 seconds, could drive 20mph, or some
percentage, over the posted limit.
It is important to note than in this
plan a police officer could still pull
you over for exceeding the posted
"limit," but if your license showed
that your reaction time justified the
speed at which you were traveling
then he could not issue you a ticket.
DWI would negate any reaction
time advantages listed on a drunk
driver's license. The driver would
be prosecuted for DWI, and their
driving speed at the time they were
pulled over would be considered
as though the driver had the worst
possible reaction time (this maximizes their speeding punishment.)
The last aspect of this plan involves electing officials who are
open to the idea. If you are outraged that you can be punished for
doing nothing wrong, then speak
your mind at the next NY State
Assembly election. That election
is very far away, so you could fill
the time with a couple dozen letters to your representative. And if
you find yourself bored over the
summer, you could work on your
local officials as a pet project because some of them will be facing
re-election in the fall.
Helm- engage at maximum
warp!
Live long and prosper. •

Second, we throw out the mean-
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Community Calendar
Monday
12

Tuesday
13

*Spiritual Readings with Reverend
Bea Harris, 3-105, II a.m.-2
p.m., $10

*Student Senate, 2-5 p.m., Check
for location, Info @Betty
Stewart 292-2536

*Elmer Mongelli, Horizons, 2484825, 7:30-10:30 p.m.

*Recruiter from Nazareth, Student
Center Hallway

informational Program on
Compeer, Monroe Square,
5:30 p.m. 546-7959

*Open Mike Comedy Night,
Colosseum Caffe, 2560560, 9 p.m.

Friday
16
Last Day of Class

*New Show-Show Girls?, Club
Marcella, 8& 10 p.m., 4545963

Spring Fling- Outside
Terrace
•3-5:30 p.m.- EOP Recognition,
Faculty Dining Room

*Lilac Festival, Poe, Highland
Bowl, 1 p.m.

*No Doubt, Marine Midland
Arena, Buffalo

*Spring Fling Raindate
*Recruiters from Brockport and St.
John Fisher, Student Center
Hallway
*Eastman at Washington Square
Concerts featuring Richard
Shuster,
12:15
p.m.

Sunday
18

Upcoming
Events

*The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, The
Main Street Armory, 232-1900

^Rochester Ravens Try Outs,
Soccer Practice Fields, Jill
McCabe 253-6419, 11-1

Thursday
15

*Friendshipment Caravan crosses
Peace
Bridge,
381-5606

Saturday
17

*Lilac Festival
'Faculty Senate, 4-6 p.m., Faculty
Dining Room

Wednesday
14

*Inner Loop In-Line Skate-A-Thon,
244-9003

Commencement, Monday, June 9, 7 p.m.
at Frontier Field
June 4, Aladdin, MCC Theater

*Dr. John, Highland Bowl

For Fun, Facts, Phrases and Opinion
The Monroe Doctrine Editorial
staff would like to thank the
entire staff for all their hard
work and effort to get the paper
put out each week.

REMOTE FOOD
CART MENU
CHICKEN WINGS
INCLUDES BLEU CHEESE

.51.00
..51.00
.51.00
.J1.75

HAM
TURKEY
TUNA
CHOCOLATE CHIP
SUGAR
WALNUT BROWNIE

ings are that any student who balances homework, term papers, attending class, study time, family
and social life deserves a vote of
confidence. Then add being a
member of a school organization,
after school activity or a job and
you have students who are very
ambitious, caring and deserve to
hear they are appreciated for their
efforts and accomplishments. Being a member only briefly of the
Monroe Doctrine staff I have met
folks who are very dedicated and
spend many off-hours working to
produce our college paper. You all
deserve a word of appreciation for
a "Good Job

292-2492 or 292-2540
$3.00 FOR
28 WORDS

HAM * CHEESE
CHICKEN FAJITA

COOKIES

bx Connie Langdon

Go figure! I was finishing up a
Statistics paper recently. It was
measuring the class shoe size to
see if there was a relationship to
height. Basically, to see if as shoe
size increased did the height of a
student increase. It turned out that
yes, the larger the shoe size the
taller the height became. I mentioned my findings to my husband
and he asked the question, "Then,
if you lose your shoes, do you have
no height?"
What are the chances ... ? That
when you need to make a bunch

of copies for an assigned paper that
most of the school copiers are "out
of order"? Or, that once you type
that paper and want to print it, that
the printer is having a "bad day"
and not working properly?
Do you hear bells? MCC has a
Carillon system of music and
sounds like chimes. If you spend
time outside you will hear an automated, programmed CD system
of random songs played through
speakers on top of the building.
This information was supplied by
our Equipment Management
Dept., Mr. Roger Miles.
Good Job Completed to the
Monroe Doctrine staff. My feel-

fllonroe Community College

CHEESE & PEPPERONI CALZONESHOT POCKETS

CHILI
TATOR TOTS
SPICY POTATO WEDGES
SANDWICHES

Opinion

.80.50

HELP WANTED: MEDICAL+ DENTAL OFFICE POSITIONS. MEDSCRIBE Inc. is an employment agency +
a temporary service specializing in Medical + Dental office placements. Take your
next career step or apply for your vacation
work by calling 262-3668 or fax resumes
to 262-3694. (agency, no fees.)

* Arc you interested
in continuing your
High School streak?
* Arc you looking Ibi
a little Mat-Ti me'.'
* Do you want to gel into
shape for summer?
* Or are you just plain
interested?
Contact:
Dan Leacu at 323-1836 •

Collin Cress at 872-0020

Coming Soon: The Monroe Doctrine On-Line Edition® http://www.monroedoctrine.org
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BEYOND FAILURE

MD Comic Page

By Ian Maisel

National Student News Service. 1997

NO EXIT

© 96 Andy Singer

THE MAGIC OF MARKETING
SINGER

A HAND HELD
ANALOG FOOD
PROCESSOR

A HI6HLY
ENTERTAINING,
INFLATABLE
EXERCISE AMP
RECREATIONAL
DEVICE

AN INTEGRATED
HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
A 1 0 0 % NATURAL,
LOW- CALORIE
SNACK, WITH NO
CHOLESTEROL OR
SATURATED FflT

By Ian Maisel

BEYOND FAILURE
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Doctrine
Staff
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Bill Sutton

Student Center Advisors
Doug Brown
Linda Gebhardt
Faculty Adviser
Tom Proietti

SUBMISSION
INFORMATION
The Monroe Doctrine accepts
for consideration for publication
articles, letters of opinion, photographs, and art pieces by any
current student, faculty, or staff
member. If you have something
that you would like to submit,
you should direct it to the attention of the appropriate section
editor (editors' names appear in
each edition of the paper) and
either put it in campus mail
addressed to the Monroe Doctrine or drop it in the box near
the MD office door.
Please be sure to include your
name and a phone number at
which you can be reached on all
correspondence to the paper.
The Opinions expressed in the
Monroe Doctrine do not necessarily reflect those of the Monroe Doctrine, the Student body,
the Administration, or the Faculty of MCC. •

«

•

Letters to
the Editor

by Jamie Lynn Kerwawycz

Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Christopher Herman
Managing Editor
Peter Matthews
Business/Advertising
Manager
Lorraine C. Bartell
News Editor
Christina Christman
Entertainment Editor
Shayna Allen
Opinion Editor
George Olson
Sports Editor
Christopher Herman
Copy Editors
Marcia AuClair
Katherine Riley
Photo Editor
Peter Matthews
Production Manager
Rich Basaman
Distribution Manager
Donald Sollinger
On-Line Editor
Jason Olson
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Marcia AuClair
Tracy Destino
Fred Donald
Dan Fisher
Justin Holt
Jamie Lynn Kerwawycz
David Kostecke
Sarah Kuhn
Hester Marchant
Gregory Mault
Maddalena Palluconi
Keith Walther
Staff Photographers
Al Smith
Andrew Smith
Production Staff
Matt D'Angelo
Monica Raleigh

Opinion

Horoscopes

Aries (March 21-April 19)
c\> Someone close to
J&L y«u is feeling lonely,
J^^
let them know you care
by standing by their side,
(lucky no. 12, 15, 19)
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Tend to a domestic duty that has
been neglected. Let a
new romantic relationship bloom, (lucky no.
5, 10,20)
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Someone may need extra attention this week. Let a complicated situation die
down, (lucky no. 18, 24,
26)
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
A bright idea could spark good
business investments. A smile
brings cheer, (lucky no.
11,18,22)

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Stay out of a tricky
situation involving a
friend.
The moon
brings a change in attitude, (lucky no. 4, 9, 13)
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Do the out-of-character thing
this week. Go spring
shopping. The nice
weather brings happiness
to your life, (lucky no. 32, 46, 51)

Sagittarius (Nov. 22Dec. 21)
Money matters look
To increase our recycling camshaky, so look to a fipaign,
I suggest that MCC place
nancial adviser, (lucky no. 20, 26,
lids
on
the
recycling bins through28)
out the campus.
Lids placed on recycling conCapricorn (Dec. 22- tainers in the shape of materials to
be recycled will reduce and evenJan. 21)
Look towards unex- tually eliminate the rubbish that is
pected sources for motivation. A j being placed in the recycling
younger sibling could offer good containers. •
Courtney Wellington
advice: take it. (lucky no. 25, 42,

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct.
22)
A move may be in the 46)
*$
future. Be flexible. Take
advice from a good friend, (lucky
no. 11, 18, 19)
Scorpio (Oct. 23Nov. 21)
Study for upcoming
exams. Take a stroll down
memory lane by calling an old
close friend. (lucky no. 36, 39,45)

Aquarius (Jan. 22Feb. 18)
Since you are doing so
well this lime around.
Give advice to others, to help them
for a change, (lucky no. 21,2, 36)

Pisces (Feb. 19March20)
Take a chance and
help out a friend in need, if they
want the help or not. They will be
thankful later, (lucky no. 12, 7, 9)

Champions Revisited (continued)
Continued from Page 12

came off the bench with some
strong minutes and kept MCC in
the game. Other players who came
off the bench with strong minutes
were Marie Rivera and Deidra
Britton. Genesee would hit a pair
of two's before the half, making
the score 28-28, but the second half

only scored eight points, she also
collected 12 rebounds, she stuffed
five shots, and had four steals.
Coach Parrinello had this to say
about Shawna's point total. " I
think Shawna's back injury prevented her from being able to
jump, so obviously it hurt her ability to score."
About Kerri Schillaci's five
three's, the coach had this to say;
" I think Kerri was in a zone. She
took open shots and made them."
Kerri's teammates passed her the
rock when she was open and she
hit the shots with ease.
The starting back-court of
Tanesha James and Kerri Schillaci
combined for 45 pts in the game.
The high scorers for MCC were
Tanesha James with 30 points,
Kerri Schillaci with 15 points, and
Colleen Gilligan with 12 points.
Upcoming for the Trib's is the
Regional Finals at Herkimer
County Community College,
where they will battle to win the
Region III District Championship.
Before the winter recess, the
Tribunes rolled over two foes.
photo by Peter MatthewsThey were Hudson Valley ComTanesha James, center, celebrates a hard earned victory with her
munity College and Herkimer
teammates. They beat rival Genesee to win the WYNAC Tournament County Community College. Both
Shawna Williams 1/2 from the was yet to be played, and the lady were good wins, even though one
charity stripe, giving the Trib's a Trib's rose to the occasion.
of the games was a low scoring
four point lead.
In the second half of a totally one. The score against HVCC was
In the first half, it looked not so amazing game, the Tribunes wid- won by a margin of 45 points, 90promising for the Trib's, when ened their lead and shocked 45. The high scorer was Shawna
Sophomore forward, Renee Genesee. Quite a few players had Williams with 25 points.
Lassiter went down with a thigh not only a great first half, but also
In the game against HCCC the
injury. She didn't enter back into a great second half. Tanesha James score was a low point total, but
the game until later in the first half and Kerri Schillaci continued to MCC came out with the victory,
or in the middle of the second half. keep playing strong and keep the 68-53. The high scorer for this
Stepping in for Lassiter was an- tempo of the game in our hands. game was Tanesha James with 18
other Sophomore, Tesa Dyson who Even though Shawna Williams points.•

piece.
Defense was the key, and then
the Trib's started to turn up the
heat. A Deidra Britton steal led to
a Tanesha James three point assault. Kerri Schillaci then came up
with a steal of her own, leading to

The primary reason I decided to
join the Student Association Senate was to increase student involvement and awareness of all
issues that affect students at Monroe Community College.
All students have an equal opportunity to make steps towards
their future. One of the issues that
I supported involves the Tuition
Assistance Program (TAP) and an
increase of funding from state and
county governments to keep MCC
affordable for all students. I support TAP and am working with
many others to represent students
here at MCC to our local and state
legislators. In March I attended
"SUNY Day". I made the trip to
Albany to stress the many concerns that students have expressed
to the State Senators and Assembly people. After the trip to Albany,
I worked on getting graduating
high school students involved. The
purpose was for these students to
become aware of these proposed
cuts and how they would also affect those thinking of attending a
community college. I also represent MCC as a great college to
begin one's college life. During the
same week I received a lot of assistance from students and senators in helping me with setting up
tables to get students involved.
This was to give the students a
chance to voice their own concerns. I am also in process of starting an effort to lobby at the local
offices of our New York State
Senators and Assembly people
here in the Rochester area. This
will take place on Friday afternoons, starting after the last day of
classes.
I believe that if you could be involved in the government process,
then the students voice would be
heard. Even if the involvement in
the process is only that of voting,
YOUR VOICE WILL BE
HEARD.O
Julie Cosar
The Monroe Doctrine staff is
looking for new members for the
fall semester. A significant numser of openings will be available
;ome next fall in virtually every!
department, including News,]
Sports, Entertainment, Opinion,
and more.
This fall, we will also be going
on the internet at bttp://j
www.monroedoctrine.org and
will need to fill those positions as
well.-*-
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Tribune Sports

®<i>

Sports View Golf Team Undefeated Champions Revisited
by Kristen DeVito

by Christopher Herman

The Sports World Turns at MCC:
Well MCC sports fans, the end
of an era is upon us as MCC raps
up their sports seasons, and the
Monroe Doctrine has, with this
paper, put out our last issue of the
semester
...The Rochester Americans
who had their backs against the
wall Friday night, outplayed their
thruway rival Albany River Rats
and won easily, 4-2. The series is
now 3-1 and shifts back to Albany
Sunday (report unavailable at time
of press)...
... The Buffalo Sabres have also
struck their opponents as of late,
winning in Philadelphia, with
Dominik Hasek faking yet another
injury forcing rookie Steve Shields
to strut his stuff. They won 5-4 in
overtime. Game 5 was played
Sunday night, but was not reported
as of the time this went to press...
...The Buffalo Bills arc once
again around the corner, with
training camp beginning sometime
in July... Another promising year
looks possible for the Bills who are
K-Gun and Kelly(less). After a
promising draft, the Bills look to
be OK in virtually every position
except quarterback... I'm not sure
that Bills fans can feel confident
with Billy Joe (Bob) Hobert or
Todd Collins leading the team...
Thurman's getting old, look to see
Antowain Smith or Derrick Holmes
to step up for the team. And isn't it
sad about Eric Moulds and his
problems off the field?
...A few more things to mention...
the school year's a week from done,
and WE NEED YOU! The Monroe
Doctrine is looking for writers,
photographers and people to fill
virtually every position within the
paper...•

Trivia
Question
Congratulations to Brian
Schultheis for correctly answering "Steve Donner" to last
week's trivia question, and now
for this week's question...
What is the Sports Editor's
favorite sport? Hint — it's
football everyone!

- be the first person to bring
in the correct answer to this
trivia question (address it to the
Sports Editor and include a
phone number) and win everything I have left in my drawer of
stuff...•

The Tribunes continued their
undefeated season, extending their
unbeaten streak to seven after
winning three competitions last
week.
At the SUNY Cobleskill Golf
Tournament on April 25, Monroe
once again edged Broome for first
place, the fifth consecutive time
they have done so this season.
Travis Zimber (76), Mike Van
Valkenburgh (81), Frank Scalone
(82) and Pat Harrington (83) all
placed well at the tourney.
"I've got six golfers who place
consistently in the top ten," said
coach Harold Roche, "and another
three or four who are right there."
With their perfect record, the
Tribunes have certainly proved
that they are strong competitors.
They won their next competition

** Editor's Note** This story is being reprinted from issue 5 of thej
at the Delhi Golf Tournament on
April 27. Mike Van Valkenburgh Monroe Doctrine. The story was in my opinion, {he most newsworthy!
shot for 78 and Travis Zimber everlt in MCC sports this year. Please enjoy and reflect on the Women's
finished with 79 strokes. Frank basketball teaiti and their success this season.
by Dan Fisher and Christopher
i
Scalone, Kory Kress, Eddie
Donohuc and Pat Harrington all
contributed to the win.
On Sunday, February 23,1997, but the Trib's kept things close, j
Monroe won the Adirondack
Golf Tournament by their largest the lady Tribune's took to the court
Tanesha James ended the point!
margin yet, twenty six strokes I to face off against longtime rival streak as she put up a» casyj
under the score of second place Genesee. The bleachers were filled jumpshot after pulling down her
Adirondack. Travis Zimber and as the Trib's continued their quest own rebound. The Trib's then
Eddie Donahue tied for first place, to win the Western New York Ath- showed off their defensive guns>
each shooting 76 at the ietie Conference Tournament taking control of a loose ball sttu-i
competition. Frank Scalone was which began on Saturday.
atton that would eventually lead to
The women came into this game a Genesee foul.
runner-up with 78. Mike Van
Valkenburgh, Pat Harrington and ranked second, seated behind those
The pace of the game really be-j
Kory Kress finished the day with same Genesee Cougars. They gan to sway as turnovers byj
scores of 80, 81, and 82, came out of the game, however, Genesee started to accumulate;
respectively. Next, MCC will ranked number One, winning the Things started looking better for
compete at the regionals on May game that was a seesaw battle the Tribunes until Tracy Sroka
throughout, 75-65.
11/0knocked down a 15 ft. baseline
Starting for the lady Trib's were jumper, That basket gave them ari
Kern Scjllaei, Renee Lassiter. 18-12 lead, but the Tribunes!
1997
Tanesha James, Colleen GtlJigan, bounced back.
Undefeated Golf I and Shawna Williams. The start"When it rains it pours" goes the
team, front (Ling five for the visiting Cougars, old saying, and that's exactly what;
R) Pat
Jerri Beamon, Misty Flowers, happened. MCC started raining
Harrington,
Tereza Hermanova, Petra three's from behind the arch led by
Frank Scalone.
Pankova, and Geraldine White.
Kerri Schillaci and her 15 points
Back (L-R)
The highly anticipated number all of which were tre's.
Travis Timber,
one vs, number two match-up got
Both teams ran the ball up and
Mike
\ underway with the Tribunes trying down the court throughout the first
j Vanvalkenburch, to play catchup early. Genesee
half, making the last few seconds
Kory Kress,
started to pull away down the in the half very interesting. The.
Eddie Donahue
stretch as they knocked down two shooting of Schillaci and Tanesha
\Regionals May
jumpshots giving them a 16-10 James knotted the game at 24 a
[10-12 Nationals
lead midway through the first half,
. .
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Amerks Halt Victory Party, Win Big, 4-2
Rochester Wins Crucial Game, Staying Alive; but for how Long?
by Christopher Herman

Wearing those very same pinstriped uniforms that they wore in
the Calder Cup playoffs a year ago,
the Rochester Americans fought
their way from defeat Friday night
and forced a Game 6 set for Sunday afternoon.
On a day that veteran Dan
Frawley will not forget anytime
soon, he was involved in three
major happenings: the birth of his
son, Zachary (at around 4:00 p.m.),
a battle-wound that he received at
7:03 of the third period requiring
22 stitches, and an impressive
Rochester Americans victory
saving the team from defeat.
The Amerks started the scoring
at 1 8:05 of the first period after the
Amerks had a 3-on-2 with Terry
Yake leading the team down ice.
He skated over the Albany line and
dished the puck off to Curtis
Brown who was on the right side.
The one-timer from Brown was
stopped by Albany goaltender
Peter Sidorkiewicz, but Yake
blasted in the rebound to give the
Amerks a 1-0 lead.
The River Rats would bounce
back. After a punishing hit on Jay
Moser, Albany's Sergei Brylin
worked the puck behind the
Amerks net to teammate Steve

Brule, who flipped the puck in the
open side of the net, beating
Deschenes.
The game would remain tied
until 7:42 of the third period when
the Amerks again
lit the lamp. This
time it was a Terry
Hollinger pass
that broke Yake
free down the left
wing side. Yake
d r e w
Sidorkiewicz with
a fake, and then
went
to
his
backhander lifting
the puck high in
the short side.

then add an insurance goal at 15:13
of the period. The Amerks Scott
Nichol won a face-off deep in the
Albany zone which ended right on
the stick of Sergei Klimentiev. He

The Amerks
would add a
couple
more
before the end of
the night. Terry
Hollinger would
add a goal for
himself as he kept
a clearing attempt
inside the Albany
zone, broke in on
Sidorkiewicz, and
file photo
scored again, high Rochester Americans Scott Melcalfe (10)
on the short side. and Dan Frawley had solid performances
They would in Rochester's win.

took a slapshot that bounced off
traffic in front of the Albany net;
Rumun Ndur broke in from the
right point and slid the puck into
the net giving Rochester a 4-1 lead.
With the game being somewhat
settled, both teams let their
frustrations air out via five fights,
all of which took place during the
last 4:47 of the game.
The excitement on the ice was
also carried into the stands as the
Amerks once again brought to life
the 40th anniversary uniforms ol
a year ago. Call it a coincidence,
fate or luck, everyone in the WaiMemorial including each and
every member on the ice
applauded the change and the
effort put forth by the team.
Next up for Rochester, Game 6,
Sunday night from Albany.
Unfortunately the game summan
was not available at the time that
this went to press. This is the last

edition of the Monroe Doctrine
this year, good luck to the Amerks
as their quest for the cup continues.
Positions are also available for
next year's Monroe Doc trine stall
including openings in the Sports
department. If interested please
call 292-2540 or stop into the
office for more information.

